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Abstract
At present, there is a need for novel, scalable, and high-performance structural materials that offer unprecedented combinations of stiffness, strength, and toughness at
a low density, which can serve in a variety of applications in the aerospace, transportation, defense, and energy industries. To date, composite materials, specifically
advanced carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRPs), which are comprised of high specific stiffness and strength continuous carbon microfibers and lightweight, relatively
compliant polymers, have been among the most attractive materials and are used
extensively in the aerospace sector. However, most CFRPs are fabricated by stacking
plies in a layer-by-layer fashion, resulting in a weak polymer-rich region, known as the
interlaminar region, at each ply interface that leads to poor properties through the
laminate thickness. Although the mechanically superior microfibers are designed to
be the primary load carriers, the much weaker polymer matrix causes the laminates
to be prone to premature failure with interlaminar delamination, which negatively
affects both in-plane and out-of-plane performance. This key shortcoming is known
as the Achilles' heel of CFRPs, which hinders their design and wider adoption in
critical structural applications.
In this dissertation, a novel nanoengineering approach to address the longstanding problem of weak ply interfaces of CFRPs is developed and demonstrated. High
densities (>10 billion nanofibers per cm2 ) of uniformly-distributed vertically aligned
carbon nanotubes (A-CNTs) are placed between neighboring plies to bridge the weak
polymer-rich interlaminar region in existing prepreg-based laminated composites, creating a hierarchical architecture termed "nanostitch". The effectiveness of nanostitching is evaluated via various mechanical tests including short-beam shear (SBS),
Mode I and II fracture, and double edge-notched tension (DENT), in all of which
the nanostitched composites have demonstrated enhanced mechanical performance.
3

Furthermore, the multiscale reinforcement mechanisms resulting from the CNTs are
elucidated via a variety of ex situ and in situ damage inspection techniques, including
optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, lab-based micro-computed tomography, and in situ synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT). Specifically,
in SBS, despite no increase in static strength, a 115% average increase in fatigue life
across all load levels (60 to 90% of static strength), with a larger increase of 249%
in high-cycle (at 60% of static strength) fatigue, is observed. In Mode I and Mode
II fracture, it is revealed that the interlaminar crack bifurcates into the intralaminar
region from the interlaminar precrack, and then propagates within the intralaminar
region parallel to the nanostitched interlaminar region as an "intralaminar delamination" in steady state. This unique crack bifurcation phenomenon has never been
previously observed and is attributed to the A-CNTs adding interlaminar toughness
to a level that causes the interlaminar crack to bifurcate into the less tough intralaminar region. In DENT, an 8% increase in ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is observed
and is attributed to the A-CNTs suppressing critical interlaminar delaminations very
close to final failure (greater than 90% UTS) via in situ SRCT. In addition to the positive reinforcement results observed for the nanostitched composites, a next-generation
higher volume fraction nanostitched composite with additional levels of beneficial hierarchy termed "buckled nanostitch" or "nanostitch 2.0" is created by exploiting the
unique buckling behavior displayed by patterned A-CNT forests under compression.
This multilevel hierarchical architecture further enhances the composite mechanical
performance: SBS strength by 7% and DENT strength by 28%, compared to the
baseline composites.
The dissertation not only presents a controllable, scalable manufacturing method
to produce engineered structural materials that are hierarchically designed down to
the nanoscale with enhanced mechanical performance, but it also establishes key new
understanding of the complex and coupled strengthening and toughening mechanisms
acting at different scales, as well as their effects on macroscopic laminate-level mechanical properties. A particular focus has been the seminal use of in situ SRCT to study
the effects of the hierarchical nanoscale reinforcements, and thus the methods established provide an experimental path forward for future work in this area. Together,
these advances open up new opportunities for creating next-generation engineered
materials with a suite of programmable properties by controlling their structures and
constituents across multiple length scales.
Thesis Supervisor: Brian L. Wardle
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Creating structural materials with a desired combination of lightweight and superior
mechanical performance is one of the key challenges in our society. Solving this grand
challenge will offer breakthroughs in a number of strategic fields, including aerospace
[5, 13, 14], transportation [15, 16], and energy storage and conversion [17-19]. After
decades of research, many traditional structural materials, such as aluminum, wood,
and concrete, are quickly approaching their performance limit [20]. In pursuit of nextgeneration lightweight structural materials, composite materials, whose combined
properties often exceed the sum of their individual constituents, are considered among
the most promising candidates [21, 22]. At present, advanced fiber-reinforced plastic/polymer (FRP) composites, specifically carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRPs)
comprised of high specific stiffness and strength t-scaled diameter continuous carbon fibers and lightweight compliant polymers, are the most widely used structural
composites in the aerospace industry [23]. This is evidenced by that over 50% of the
aircraft dry mass of the two most popular passenger airliners (Boeing 787 and Airbus
A350) are made of CFRPs [24]. However, most CFRPs are fabricated by stacking
unidirectional (UD) plies in a layer-by-layer fashion, resulting in a composite laminate (see Figure 1-1). A fundamental limitation associated with this manufacturing
method is the poor through-thickness strength and toughness due to the relatively
weak polymer-rich region at ply interfaces. Although the mechanically superior microfibers are designed to be the primary load carriers, the much weaker polymer
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matrix has become the Achilles' heel of composites, making the laminates prone to
premature failure via interlaminar delamination. As a result, particular load cases
such as low-velocity impact [25, 26] and fatigue [27, 28] become especially problematic,
which hinders the design and wider adoption of CFRPs.

Resin

Microfibers

0° ply

90° ply

Laminate

Weak Resin-Rich Ply/Ply Interface:
"Achilles' Heel" of Advanced Composites
Figure 1-1: Schematic of a carbon microfiber reinforced plastics composite laminate
consisting of unidirectional plies. The plies are stacked at different orientations to
tailor the overall properties of the laminate.
Currently, major approaches to address the poor through-thickness properties of
laminated composites include z-pinning, 3D weaving, and microfiber stitching [2934]. However, most of these reinforcement methods use large filler elements, such as
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metallic/fibrous rods or carbon/glass yarn

[31], which

are mm-scale in size (compa-

rable to microfiber assemblies at the ply scale). As a result, they damage and disturb
the in-plane microfibers, leading to large decreases in composite in-plane properties
[29]. In very recent years, interest has grown in using nanomaterials as second-phase
fillers to enhance the strength and toughness of advanced composites [5, 35-40]. One
of the major advantages of using nanoscale reinforcements, particularly carbon nanotubes (CNTs), is that they possess excellent specific mechanical properties [41, 42]
comparable to, or even better than carbon microfibers, and their positive scale effects
in bridging toughening have been identified by many authors [43-45]. Furthermore,
their small size relative to the advanced microfibers allows for laminate throughthickness reinforcement without degrading the in-plane properties [5, 46, 47].

In

addition to mechanical reinforcement, the exceptional thermal [48, 49] and electrical
[50-52] properties of CNTs opens up new possibilities for multifunctional composites
as well [53, 54].
Hierarchically designing composite architectures down to the nanoscale has proven
to be a promising route to create novel composite materials with superior mechanical
properties as well as new functionalities. However, since this new class of composites
now consists of two or more physically and/or chemically distinct constituent materials that are arranged in oftentimes complex architectures, they exhibit relatively
more complex failure modes with multiple interacting damage mechanisms encompassing a multitude of length scales.

Furthermore, these mechanisms are usually

three-dimensional (3D) in nature, and hence conventional two-dimensional (2D) inspection methods such as optical and scanning electron microscopes (SEM) offers few
insights [55]. Therefore, it remains a significant challenge to decipher the interplay
of 3D strengthening and toughening mechanisms that act at different length scales
during damage initiation and progression, which is critical to the design, optimization, and prediction of composite performance. One appealing recent technique to
study the 3D failure mechanisms in composites is X-ray micro-computed tomography
([CT).

CT allows nondestructive, direct 3D observation and characterization of the

internal microstructures with up to sub-micron resolution throughout a material vol29

ume [56. Moreover, the development of high brilliance photon sources has made it
possible to introduce a fourth (temporal) dimension into the already powerful 3D [LCT
imaging, allowing researchers to study the time-lapse material response under load
[57]. Such studies are referred to as four-dimensional (4D) or in situ testing. When
applied to composite materials, in situ testing provides valuable information of the
microstructural change within the composites, such as void expansion, matrix crack
initiation and propagation, and microfiber breaks as a function of time in response
to an external stimulus, especially mechanical loading.

This insights can be used

to guide the design and development of future composite materials with enhanced
performance.
This dissertation explores one of the most promising hierarchical architectures
of aerospace-grade advanced composites termed "nanostitch", which employs aligned
carbon nanotubes (A-CNTs) between the neighboring plies to bridge the weak polymerrich interlaminar region in existing prepreg-based laminated composites [43]. First,
a refined manufacturing method to fabricate nanostitched composites is developed.
Then, a variety of mechanical tests are employed to demonstrate the superior mechanical properties of this architecture in several structural loading configurations.
Furthermore, the origins of the mechanical enhancement are elucidated via a myriad of characterization and modeling tools including optical microscopy, SEM, ex situ
[iCT, in situ synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT), and finite element
analysis, the latter via a collaboration. Lastly, a next-generation high-volume fraction
interlaminar reinforcement architecture termed "buckled nanostitch" or "nanostitch
2.0" that exploits the instabilities in A-CNT forests is presented. Specifically, the
remainder of this thesis is ordered as follows:
In Chapter 2, an overview of nanoengineered hierarchical composites and their observed mechanical performance is presented. Next, a review of the state-of-the-art in
situ testing techniques utilizing SRCT to characterize material behaviors is provided,
with a focus on in situ mechanical testing of advanced composites. Limitations and
future opportunities of these past efforts are discussed.
In Chapter 3, the objectives of this dissertation are presented, and the approaches
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employed towards the development of nanostitched composites with enhanced mechanical performance are outlined.
In Chapter 4, the manufacturing procedures of nanostitched composites, including
A-CNTs synthesis, A-CNT transfer onto the prepreg, and laminate fabrication are
presented in detail, followed by the interlaminar shear strength characterizations of
such composites.
In Chapter 5, the Mode I andII fracture behavior of nanostitched composites are
studied via standard double cantilever beam and end-notched flexure test, respectively, and the underlying micromechanisms attributing to the macroscopic laminatelevel fracture toughness are revealed by ex situ lab-based CT.
In Chapter 6, the first-ever in situ study of the progressive 3D damage states
of nanoreinforced advanced composites using SRCT is presented, including in situ
SRCT experiment setup, as well as manual damage segmentation and analysis of the
CT datasets.
In Chapter 7, the novel approach that harnesses the buckling instability of A-CNT
forests to fabricate high-volume fraction nanostitched composites (buckled nanostitch,
BNS) with additional levels of hierarchy is developed, and the improved mechanical
performance of BNS composites is observed.
In Chapter 8, the key contributions of this dissertation are summarized, and perspectives on these findings are provided. Next, recommendations for future studies
in the areas of nanoengineered hierarchical composites and CT testing of composites
are made.
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Chapter 2
Background
As discussed in Chapter 1, composite materials, specifically advanced carbon fiber
reinforced plastic (CFRP) composites, suffer from the relatively weak mechanical
properties of the polymer matrix, particularly localized at the interlaminar region.
This chapter provides an overview of the state-of-the-art composite mechanical reinforcement approaches, as well as one of the most powerful modern materials characterization tools -

in situ synchrontron radiation computed tomography (SRCT)

and its application to the study of progressive damage in composites. Additional
background information is provided in subsequent chapters as necessary.

2.1

Emergent Mechanical Reinforcement Strategies for Aerospace Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Plastics

Beyond more traditional stitching and pinning reinforcement approaches discussed in
Chapter 1, current approaches to address the poor out-of-plane mechanical properties
of CFRPs can be divided into the following main categories: (i) thin-ply technologies
that reduce interlaminar crack "driving forces" by decreasing the lamina thickness;
(ii) matrix modification that blends toughening agents or nanoparticles with the polymer resin; (iii) interlayer toughening that adds an extra tough layer (often containing
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microscale thermoplastic particles) in between the composite plies; (iv) nanoengineered hierarchical architecture that introduces secondary nanomaterials to form a
multiscale hierarchical composite with controlled nanostructure. It should be noted
that the combination of two or more strategies to achieve synergistic mechanical reinforcement, such as nanoengineered hierarchical thin-ply composites, is also an active
research area, but out-of-scope for this dissertation. This thesis focuses on the last
category, specifically the "nanostitch" architecture, which is discussed in Section 2.1.4.

2.1.1

Thin-Ply Technologies

Based on the classic laminate theory, reducing the ply thickness decreases the crack
driving forces, resulting in the delay of the onset of both matrix cracking and interlaminar delamination up to the point of fiber-dominated failure [1, 58, 59]. Although
the first study of the ply-thickness effect on the delay or near suppression of transverse cracking and delamination growth can be traced back to the early 1970s [60],
research on thin-ply technology has only started to take off since the late 2000s, when
a scalable way of producing thin-ply composites (i.e., tow-spreading technology [61])
was first developed, and subsequently several technologies were industrialized. See
Figure 2-1 for a schematic of the tow-spreading technology using airflow and the resultant thin-ply spread tows. Using this technology, the thin-ply laminates can have
a thickness as small as 30

m, compared to the greater than 120 m ply thickness of

conventional laminates. Thin-ply composites have demonstrated significant improvements regarding the onset of damage and in some cases ultimate strength: higher
onset of damage and strength in tension [1, 58, 62, 63], higher notched compression strength [58, 64, 65], higher bearing strength, especially in hot-wet conditions
[58], and longer fatigue life [1, 63, 64] (see Figure 2-2). However, since the thin-ply
composites show virtually no prior warning signs before ultimate failure of the entire
laminate due to the delay of premature failure, they almost behave in a brittle fashion
and thus generate concerns regarding damage tolerant design. Therefore, although
thin-ply technology is a new and promising method to improve the performance of
CRFPs, much more comprehensive material characterizations of thin-ply composites
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are needed before they can be widely used in the aerospace industry, where safety is
of critical importance.

(a)Initial state

After spreading

O0

0 0

O00

Air flow
Filament

(b)'

Figure 2-1: Thin-ply composites: (a) schematic of the tow-spreading process with
the help of airflow, and (b) an image of an original tow (conventional width) and its
spread tows [1].
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a

Figure 2-2: X-ray micro-computed tomography images of (a) thin-ply ("THIN";
[45/0/-45/90]108) and (b) conventional ("THICK"; [45/0/-45/90]2) laminates after
73,000 cycles of open hole tension fatigue loading at 70% stress level of ultimate static
strength. Both laminates were made with the same material (T800SC-24K/BT250E1) and the same spread tow thin plies of 0.04 mm thickness. In the THICK laminates,
five thin plies of the same fiber orientations were grouped together to form a single
thick ply [1].
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2.1.2

Matrix Modification

Blending secondary phase nanoparticles, especially carbon-based nanomaterials [66,
67] such as CNTs [68-70], graphene [66, 71], and graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) [7274] into the matrix has been identified as a potentially effective way to increase matrix
toughness due to the high specific strength and modulus and high surface-to-volume
ratio of the nanomaterials [2, 75, 76]. This approach is usually followed by infusion
and impregnation of the microfibers with the nanomaterial-modified matrix, which
is simple and largely compatible with existing composite manufacturing processes,
but it is very challenging to achieve homogeneous dispersion of the nanomaterials
in the matrix at a high volume fraction. Nanomaterials tend to agglomerate, and
resin viscosity increases significantly with higher nanofiller contents, causing voids
and large agglomerates in the nanomaterial-modified matrix (see Figure 2-3). Existing methods to increase nanofiller loadings include high-speed shear mixing [77-80],
surface functionalization [81, 82], and sonication [76, 83, 84]. However, all of these
approaches cause damage to the nanomaterials, which counteracts their efficacy.

Figure 2-3: Voids and agglomerations in nanomaterial-modified matrix: scanning
electron microscopy images of (a) a fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) composite with the
epoxy matrix modified with 8 wt% core-shell rubber nanoparticles showing voids [2],
and (b) another FRP composite containing 0.3 wt% NH2 -functionalized double-walled
carbon nanotubes showing large agglomerates [3]. Both voids and agglomerations
decrease the efficacy of nanomaterial reinforcement.
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2.1.3

Interlayer Toughening

Apart from mixing nanoscale reinforcement particles into the matrix, introducing a
discrete toughened interlayer between composite plies is another alternative [85, 86].
The toughened interlayers usually contain micron-scale thermoplastic toughening particles. However, these interlayers are known to hinder resin flow during cure, resulting
in voids and poor adhesion between the interlayer and the composite plies. Recent
advances in electrospinning technology [87] has allowed porous nanofiber membranes
to be fabricated with substantial permeability to expedite resin flow. Many studies
have shown increased fracture toughness with the addition of a nanoporous interlayer
[88-90].

However, a major drawback of the interlayer toughening approach (even

with a nanoporous interlayer) is that it creates a relatively thick interlayer (30
of polymer with no microfiber reinforcement compared to typical 5
regions in ~150

Im)

m interlaminar

m thick unidirectional prepreg plies (see Figure 2-4). Toughness

increase is likely due to the process-zone toughening resulting from a thicker interface, as well as other mechanisms. In all studies to the author's knowledge, while
toughness has been measured to increase in such interlayer approaches, the crack still
propagates in the interlaminar region. This will be contrasted to the nanostitching
approach in later chapters. Also, as expected, many studies have also shown that
increased interlaminar thickness leads to decreases in composite flexural and in-plane
properties [91, 92].

-

carbon fibers
matrix
micro-partides

x

t 0.0075"
ply thickness

titger 0.0012"
interface with finite thickness

Figure 2-4: Optical micrograph of the cross-section of a 16-ply ([+45/-45]4) laminate

with microparticle-toughened interlayers [4]. The interlaminar region is ~30 m thick,
approximately 1/5 of the thickness of a conventional unidirectional ply.
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2.1.4

Nanoengineered Hierarchical Architectures

Nanoengineered hierarchical CFRP composites refers to CFRPs whose structures
have been modified at the submicron scale with nanoscale fillers, most notably CNTs,
in a controlled fashion. In addition to mixing nanomaterials into the resin prior to
infusion or prepregging, there are two main routes to achieve this structural hierarchy:
(i) growing CNTs directly on the microfibers via chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
prior to resin infiltration and (ii) transferring the already synthesized CNTs onto the
prepreg before laminate layup.
The first route is known as the "fuzzy fiber" architecture (see Figure 2-5a). In this
architecture, because the CNTs are radially grown on each microfiber, they span the
gaps not only between adjacent plies, but also within each ply between the adjacent
microfibers. Consequently, positive reinforcement results have been observed by many
research teams [68-70, 93-95]. However, the key shortcoming of the fuzzy fiber architecture is the degradation of the microfiber strength, particularly carbon microfibers,
after the CNT synthesis [38, 96, 97]. This decrease of strength is attributed to the
detrimental interactions between the catalyst particles and microfibers at high CVD
temperature, which results in surface pitting and damage to the microfibers. Producing "fuzzy fibers" with preserved strength and subsequent laminate-level properties
is still an active area of research [70, 98-100].
The second architecture is termed the "nanostitch" architecture [43], which is the
central focus of this thesis. Specifically, aligned CNTs (A-CNTs) are introduced into
the interlaminar region by manually printing them onto the surface of the composite
prepreg plies (see Figure 2-5b). The A-CNTs act like nanoscale stitches and provide
through-thickness reinforcement without the various in-plane property drawbacks of
z-pinning and stitching [29, 30]. This approach also permits resin infiltration due to
the vertical alignment of the CNTs, allowing for higher CNT loadings. Furthermore,
the A-CNTs can interdigitate with the microfibers in adjacent plies and preserve the
interlaminar thickness, a clear advantage over other interlayer toughening methods,
as no unreinforced matrix region is added between plies. As a result, this nanostitched
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architecture not only increases the short-beam shear strength by ~7% and fatigue
life by 3x [28], but has also been shown to improve laminate substructural in-plane
strength properties [101]. Additionally, the superior thermal [41, 48, 49] and electrical
[41, 50-52] properties of CNTs can be leveraged to reduce manufacturing costs and
add multifunctionality [53, 54, 69, 102, 103].

Given these different reinforcement

routes via nanoengineering, the future of CNT-reinforced CFRPs is bright, as shown
by the S-curves in Figure 2-6.

(a)

Detail of FFRP Microstructure
Woven Tows

Fiber
Ply 1

Ply 2
Polymer Matrix
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/

Ply In
layered
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Figure 2-5: Nanoengineered hierarchical architecture: schematic illustrations of (a)
the "fuzzy fiber" architecture in which radially aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are
grown on the microfibers in a woven cloth, and (b) the "nanostitch" architecture in
which aligned CNTs are placed at the ply interfaces. Image adapted from E.J. Garcia
(MIT).
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Figure 2-6: Carbon microfiber and carbon nanostructure (especially CNTs) development from an aerospace perspective, showing S-curves for their use in commercial
transport. The growth in the use of CFRP composites is indicated by their percentage of the total structural weight of commercial aircraft, while a notional curve
for nanostructures is presented based on a similarly rapid, early adoption for niche
aerospace applications [5].
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2.2

In Situ Synchrotron Radiation Computed Tomography (SRCT)

In the last few decades, high resolution (<1

m) X-ray computed tomography (CT)

has gained increasing popularity in the field of materials science owing to its ability to non-destructively image the three-dimensional (3D) internal microstructures
of virtually any class of materials, including metals, polymers, ceramics, and composites. Very recently, the development of high brilliance photon sources has made
it possible to introduce a time-component directly into the already powerful X-ray
CT, allowing researchers to conduct four-dimensional (4D) or in situ CT tests [104106]. In situ CT tests provide valuable information of the microstructural change
within the material (e.g., crack propagation [55], intergranular corrosion [107], and
metal solidification [108]) as a function of time in response to an external stimulus
(e.g., mechanical, environmental, and electrochemical), which can be used to guide
the design and development of future materials with enhanced performance. This dissertation exploits the powerful capability of in situ CT to visualize and quantify the
3D damage evolution in CNT-reinforced CFRPs under load, enabling a deep understanding of the multiscale reinforcement mechanisms in nanoengineered hierarchical
advanced composites.
In the following sections, an overview of X-ray CT and a comparison between lab
CT and SRCT is first presented. Next, the application of SRCT in different areas
of materials science is outlined, with a focus on composite failure analysis. Lastly,
the most recent advances of applying machine learning (ML) techniques to in situ
testing are presented. This section forms the basis for the invited publication led by
the author [109].

2.2.1

Lab CT vs. SRCT

When an object is exposed to an X-ray, it leaves a two-dimensional (2D)

shadow

called a "radiograph", which represents the different material interactions with the
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X-ray photons passing through them. If one acquires multiple 2D radiographs from
various angles, those radiographs can then be reconstructed by computer algorithms
to form a 3D representation of the object [56]. In fact, the word "tomography" derives
from the ancient Greek, meaning "slice". X-ray CT can be generally categorized as
lab CT and SRCT. Lab CT, sometimes referred to as.CT,

usually grants users

relatively unlimited access, allowing for the design and execution of complex and new
experiments. However, the relatively low photon flux of lab CT means that it would
require hours of scan time (>15 hours per scan) to achieve sufficient resolution (micron
or submicron scale) for many materials, oftentimes excluding the possibility of in situ
tests. On the other hand, a synchrotron is a type of extremely powerful source of Xray, produced by changing directions of the fast moving electrons in a large (kilometerscale) ring. The main characteristics of a synchrotron X-ray are: high coherence, high
brilliance, and parallel beam geometry, which enables the same level of resolution as
the lab CT with a much shorter scan time (typically on the order of minutes per scan),
opening up the potential for in situ tests [57]. Example beamlines for in situ SRCT
that this work has been fortunate to utilize are the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF) in France, the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National
Lab (ANL) in the United States, and the Super Photon ring-8 (SPring-8) in Japan.
However, one of the main disadvantages of SRCT is that the beamline is usually a
shared facility at a national or supra-national level, with access to the beam time
being highly competitive and therefore constrained. During the visits to all three
Tier 1 beamlines for this thesis, the average allotted beam time is only 2 - 3 days
per visit, and oftentimes only once per year, leaving little room for learning and
iteration. Therefore, the lab CT and SRCT are not mutually exclusive and in fact
are complementary to each other. See Figure 2-7 for a high-level comparison between
the two. This section focuses on the use of SRCT to conduct in situ tests.

It is

worthwhile to note that despite the relatively fast scanning time of SRCT compared
to lab-based CT, scanning time remains an outstanding key challenge. First, there
are processes, e.g., high strain-rate loading, in which the microstructure change of
the material occurs much faster than the imaging rate. In this case, in situ SRCT
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is unable to capture the important morphology change information. Second, in situ
SRCT is a highly data-intensive technique, which generates very large datasets (on
the order of terabytes) in a short period of time (24 hours), and it takes considerable
time to analyze the data post-acquisition. In this work, 2 - 3 days of SRCT data
generates at least a year's worth of post-processing, analysis, and writeup. The latter
of these time challenges are currently being addressed by the application of artificial
intelligence (AI), especially ML, which will be discussed in Section 2.2.4.
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Figure 2-7: Synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT) vs. lab-based computed tomography (lab CT). (a) The different beam characteristics between SRCT
and lab CT. (b) Comparison of representative scan speed for composite materials
between SRCT and lab CT. Image adapted from Nathan Fritz (MIT).
Because SRCT can achieve high spatial and temporal resolution concurrently,
a number of in situ SRCT-based testing techniques have been developed and are
receiving increasing interest in the materials science community. The central idea of
in situ SRCT testing is to replicate material behaviors in real-world situations by
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applying an external stimulus (e.g., mechanical stress, heat, pH, moisture, etc.) and
following its response as a function of time [110]. To date, the main areas of in situ
SRCT investigations include: (i) mechanical testing, which refers to the application
of a mechanical load, commonly in the form of uniaxial tension [111] or compression
[112] to a material and imaging its resultant response such as bending, buckling,
densification, and cracking; (ii) environmental testing, which is usually used to study
the microstructural changes within metallic materials when they are subjected to
heat [113], moisture [114] or corrosive environments [115, 116], and sometimes both
are combined [106]; (iii) electrochemical testing, which is often utilized to study the
time-lapse behavior of functional materials, such as catalyst [117] and batteries [118],
when they are in reaction or operation. Regardless of the type of tests, all in situ
tests require some sort of special stages that should be stable, X-ray transparent at
the region of the sample, and able to rotate 360 degrees to collect radiographs.

2.2.2

In Situ SRCT for Composite Failure Analysis

CFRPs are known to display complex failure modes with multiple interacting microscale damage mechanisms due to their heterogeneity. These mechanisms are often
3D in nature, and thus it is difficult for one to use conventional 2D inspection methods such as optical and scanning electron microscopes to obtain a deep understanding
of the underlying damage mechanisms [55]. Recently, great progress has been made
in the application of in situ SRCT to the study of internal damage initiation and
evolution of composite materials. For example, Scott et al. [6] used a simple screw
driven mechanical loading frame to strain the carbon fiber-epoxy notched laminate
in tension at incremental load steps. At each load step, the load was maintained, and
2D radiographs were recorded at 1500 angular positions over 180 degrees of rotation.
Figure 2-8 shows different types of matrix damage in 3D at eight load steps up to 80%
of final failure. From the time-resolved damage mapping, they concluded that the
transverse cracks first appear in the notch region at low loads and reach saturation
at about 60% of the ultimate load, whereas 0 degree ply splits occur at 40% of the
failure load and propagate along the loading direction. The work of Scott et al. can
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be classified in the "interrupted in situ testing" category because the load was on
hold during each scan. However, such maintained loads may introduce changes in the
mechanical behavior, particular in the formation of fiber break clusters [119]. Most
recently, Garcea et al. [7] has combined continuous monotonic tensile loading of composites with fast SRCT acquisition. To achieve an ultrafast imaging rate, different
from most synchrotron experiments which use a monochromatic beam, they chose to
use a "pink beam": a polychromatic beam with low and high energy photons removed
from the white spectrum. As a result, the exposure time was set to only 2 ms, and
500 projections were collected for each tomography (resulting in 1 tomography per
second) while maintaining sufficiently high resolution (~1

m voxel size). With fast

in situ SRCT, they were able to capture the damage state at 99.9% of the ultimate
failure, revealing that fewer than 8% of the fibers in the 0 degree plies have fractured
even at 99.9% of the failure load. See Figure 2-9 for the damage states very close to
final failure.
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Figure 2-8: Progressive 3D damage of a cross-ply double edge-notched polymeric
composites subject to incremental tensile load (from 20% to 80% of ultimate tensile
load). Different damage modes are colored (green: transverse ply cracks, red: 0 degree
split, and blue: delamination) [6].
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Figure 2-9: Cross-section along the loading direction (0 degree ply direction) for
the same position of a cross-ply double edge-notched polymeric composite subject to
monotonically increasing tensile load that was imaged continuously using fast SRCT
immediately before ultimate failure [7].

2.2.3

Selected Examples of In Situ SRCT in Materials Science

Two selected examples of the application of in situ SRCT in materials science are
presented in this section. Combined with the example in Section 2.2.2, they form the
basis of the review article by Ni et al. published elsewhere [109].
In Situ Environmental Test
Aluminum alloys are relatively common structural materials due to their high specific
strength and stiffness, but they are susceptible to corrosion [120]. For a safety-critical
structural component, it is important to be able to measure the corrosion rate of
such materials. It is well-known that corrosion is a localized process; however, most
conventional techniques such as weight loss measurements, electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy, and optical measurements are either 2D in nature or provide an averaged
bulk measurement. Singh et al. [8] provided an example of using in situ SRCT to
measure the localized corrosion rate of aluminum alloys by following the hydrogen
bubbles resulted from the corrosion of inclusion particles (i.e.,Mg2 Siparticles in this

case) as a function of time. To perform their experiment in a liquid environment, they
modified an existing mechanical loading stage by adding a Kapton tube containing
deionized water and replacing the steel grip with a PEEK cylindrical grip. A single
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edge-notched fatigue-cracked 7075 aluminum specimen was then immersed in the
water. The evolution of hydrogen bubbles occurs very fast (on the order of minutes).
In order to capture this process, they also used the pink beam as described in the
previous section and achieved a voxel size of -2

jm with scanning time on the order

of seconds. By doing so, both the initiation and the following time-resolved volume
change of the hydrogen bubble was captured (see Figure 2-10). To calculate the
localized corrosion rate, they converted the rate of volume change of the hydrogen
bubble to the weight loss due to magnesium dissolution, as one mole of magnesium
produces one mole of hydrogen gas. They found the local corrosion rate of theMg 2 Si
to be -3x102

g/m 2 d. This novel method could be extended to other types of metals

and their associated corrosion mechanisms.
Fe-bearing
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Figure 2-10: Evolution of corrosion of Mg 2 Si particles in 7075 aluminum alloys in

deionized water. The initiation and the subsequent volume change of the hydrogen
bubble was captured as a function of time and used to calculate the local corrosion

rate [8].

In Situ Electrochemical Test
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are the most commonly used energy storage devices in
portable electronics and electric vehicles and are growing in popularity in military
and aerospace applications [121]. In situ SRCT can provide valuable time-resolved
information of the chemical composition and morphology change of the active particles during realistic battery operating conditions, which helps the design of future
high-performance and safe battery materials. A good example of an in situ SRCTbased battery study is Ebner et al.'s work [9]. In their study, they used in situ SRCT
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to visualize and quantify the electrochemical reactions and mechanical degradation in
LIBs, particularly the volume change of the electrodes resulting from the conversion
and alloying reactions.

Specifically, they fabricated a porous electrode comprised

of SnO particles, carbon black, and polymeric binders, and they inserted the electrode into a SRCT-compatible electrochemical cell with Li2 0 acting as the matrix.
The electrochemical cell underwent reduction (lithiation) for 12 hours and oxidation
(delithiation) for 5 hours, simulating a typical charge-discharge cycle of battery operation. In the meantime, tomograms of the entire electrode were collected every 15
minutes with a 0.65 m voxel size, capturing the time-resolved 3D microstructural
data of individual particles going through phase transitions and the resultant cracking. Qualitatively, they were able to observe two consecutive processes (formation of
nanosized Sn clusters and alloying reaction of the Sn clusters with lithium to form
Li4 .4Sn), which is consistent with the conversion reaction of SnO and its associated

volume changes, crack formation, and crack propagations. Quantitatively, they were
able to identify and measure the different chemical compositions and phase transformations of the active particles within the electrodes at different stages of the chemical
reactions by analyzing the distribution of the X-ray attenuation coefficients and the
size of the 3D reconstructed particles (see Figure 2-11). This technique can be applied
to a number of anode and cathode materials.
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Figure 2-11: SRCT of the active particles (SnO) in electrodes (blue background) during lithium-ion battery operation. (a) Cross-sections of the SnO particles (yellow/red)
in the electrode showing good resolution and contrast against the carbon black, polymer binder, and electrolyte phase (blue). (b) Time-resolved cross sections of two
SnO particles undergoing initial reduction and subsequent oxidation during battery
operation, showing a core-shell process, volume expansion, and particle fracture. (c)
X-ray attenuation coefficient histograms during electrochemical (top) reduction and
(bottom) oxidation, revealing the evolution of the chemical composition of the active
particles. Q, capacity [9].
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2.2.4

Machine Learning Techniques for In Situ SRCT Data
Analysis

As discussed in previous sections, time is a significant challenge for in situ SRCT experiments, both during acquisition and post-processing. For the acquisition step, the
imaging rate should be significantly faster than the change rate of the material microstructure; otherwise, the final 3D images would be blurred. For the post-processing
step, one in situ SRCT experiment typically generates a few terabytes of data over a
period of a few days. Extracting useful information from such a large dataset is by no
means a trivial task [110]. Researchers usually spend months or even years analyzing
the data acquired from just one synchrotron trip.
In recent years, Al, most notably ML [122], has revolutionized many fields in
science and engineering. It is important to first distinguish the different terms associated with Al, especially Al, ML, and deep learning. To put it simply, Al is defined as
a computer system able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence,
which has the broadest scope of all these terms. ML is a subset of Al and is the most
popular way of achieving Al. Deep learning, or more precisely deep artificial neutral
networks, is a subset of ML. It is a set of computer algorithms that are especially useful for computer vision, sound recognition, and natural language translation. Here,
we simply focus on ML techniques for in situ SRCT testing. To date, very few users
in the CT community have used AI/ML for their work. If ML can be added into
the already powerful in situ SRCT testing techniques, it could greatly accelerate the
speed for materials discovery and characterization, particularly faster acquisition and
data analysis. Below, some of the most recent advances in applying ML techniques
to the pipeline of in situ SRCT testing are highlighted.
Virtually all CT data needs some sort of segmentation, in which the users label different phases of materials within the image by grouping together voxels that
have similar gray scale values. The simplest way to do this is by thresholding the
grayscale histogram. However, this approach is ineffective when the image contains
multiple phases with convoluted grayscale values. Perciano et al. [10] developed a ML
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approach that exploits probabilistic graphical models, specifically Markov Random
Fields (MRF), termed PMRF. PMRF takes advantage of graph partitioning and is
fully parallel (for both parameter estimation and optimization), leading to high computation efficiency. They tested PMRF on real CT datasets, and the accuracy was
over 95%. See Figure 2-12 for a comparison of CT image segmentation using different
techniques. Another challenge in post processing CT datasets is for users to be able to
organize and retrieve specific images fast and accurately. Ushizima et al. have developed a new Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based software package, pyCBIR
[123] that enables fast retrieval of the most similar images and sorts them according to
the selected metrics. Furthermore, researchers are actively developing methods that
use neural networks (NN) to perform tomographic reconstruction, which is expected
to push the limit of the time resolution at SRCT [124].

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2-12: Comparison of CT image segmentation using different techniques. (a)
Original CT slices. (b) Over segmentation using Statistical Region Merge. (c) Segmentations obtained after smoothing and manual thresholding (d) Segmentations
obtained using machine learning (PMRF framework) [10].
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2.2.5

Future Perspectives on In Situ SRCT

Although in situ (or 4D) SRCT testing has already begun to have an impact on a
number of areas in materials science, it is still a nascent field with many exciting
opportunities outstanding. First, the temporal resolution of in situ SRCT can be
further improved. Currently, the fastest SRCT can take -10

tomography per sec-

ond at microscale resolution. If the speed can be further increased while maintaining
the same high resolution, it is one step closer to realizing true 4D imaging (3D microstructural data + 1D continuous time) to capture the vast outstanding number
of temporal materials topics. Second, the rich in situ SRCT data provides insights
into the structure-property relations of various material classes, and yet it remains
challenging to use that understanding to build a reliable model to predict material
response given the microstructural data. Third, from a practical perspective, the field
of view is still very small (3 - 5 orders of magnitude) compared to standard test specimens and many material sizes when deployed in a realistic environment. Therefore,
it is important to ensure that the information obtained in the small field of view is
relevant. Finally, the large datasets from in situ SRCT tests have proven to be a
significant challenge to analyze. Nevertheless, the preliminary application of ML has
demonstrated its great potential to automate data processing. In the future, one can
envision a material design framework that combines multiscale modeling, in situ CT
testing, and automated data analysis to create novel materials with unprecedented
properties.

2.3

Conclusions

In this chapter, the current state-of-the-art mechanical reinforcement methods of
CFRPs were presented, and the limitations and future challenges of these composite
materials were discussed. In addition, in situ SRCT was highlighted as a powerful
tool to study the damage evolution in CFRP composites. In the next chapter, the
objectives and approaches of this thesis are presented.
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Chapter 3
Objectives and Approach
To develop next-generation nanoengineered carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRPs)
with enhanced mechanical performance, a scalable and robust technique for integrating carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with CFRPs must be developed, and the fundamental
mechanics across multiple length scales must be understood. Additionally, methods
to increase nanomaterial loadings must be developed.

3.1

Objectives

The overarching objective of this dissertation is to create nanoengineered hierarchical CFRPs with enhanced mechanical properties by incorporating aligned CNTs (ACNTs) into existing aerospace-grade prepreg-based CFRP composite systems. Specifically, the main research goals are:

> Developing a scalable and robust manufacturing technique that allows accurate
morphology control over the CNT-reinforced interlaminar region in nanostitched
composites (Chapter 4).
> Understanding the fundamental multiscale reinforcement mechanisms enabled
by CNTs to guide the design of the future nanoengineered hierarchical composites (Chapter 4 and 5).
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> Investigating the time-lapse response of nanostitched composites to external
mechanical loads by leveraging in situ synchrontron radiation computed tomography (Chapter 6).
> Creating a high-volume fraction nanostitched composite (i.e., buckled nanostitch, BNS) by harnessing the instabilities in A-CNT forests (Chapter 7).

3.2

Approach

The overall strategy to realize the goals in Section 3.1 can be organized into the
following main sections: manufacturing, laminate-level mechanical characterization,
damage analysis, and theoretical and numerical studies, which may be connected in
a virtuous cycle. The work in this dissertation is primary experimental, but it is
informed by computational and analytical studies that serve as a guide in understanding the mechanical behaviors of nanostitched composites. The modeling work
is largely conducted in collaboration with Carolina Furtado in Professor Pedro Camanho's group in the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Porto, Portugal.
The approaches employed in each section are outlined below and are described in detail in subsequent chapters. Some out-of-scope work is briefly discussed and revisited
in Chapter 8 as recommended future work.
> Manufacturing
o A-CNT synthesis using chemical vapor deposition including tuning CNTto-substrate adhesion force
o A-CNT transfer onto the prepreg using hotplate and/or mechanical pressure
o Patterned A-CNT growth using photolithography
o Controlled buckling of A-CNT forests using mechanical compression
" Laminate fabrication including layup, autoclave, and specimen cutting and
polishing
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> Laminate-Level Mechanical Characterization
o Static and fatigue short-beam shear strength (ASTM Standard D2344
[125])
o Mode I and II fracture toughness (ASTM Standard D5528 [126] and ASTM
Standard D7905 [127])
o Double edge-notched tension strength
o Open hole compression'
o Tension bearing
o Environmental effects
>

Damage Analysis
o Optical and scanning electron microscopy
o Micro-computed tomography
o In situ synchrontron radiation computed tomography
o Automated damage segmentation using machine learningi

> Theoretical and Numerical Studies
o Micro/nanomechanics model
o Finite element analysis2

1Out-of-scope
In collaboration with Carolina Furtado at University of Porto, Portugal

2
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Chapter 4
Manufacturing and Interlaminar
Shear Strength of Nanostitched
Laminates
In this chapter, the detailed manufacturing procedure of nanostitched laminates, including aligned carbon nanotube (A-CNT) growth, A-CNT transfer to prepreg plies,
and laminate fabrication is first presented, followed by the experimental procedure
of static and fatigue short-beam shear (SBS) strength testing, as well as a numerical
damage progression model to simulate both interlaminar and intralaminar damage
in the laminates. These explorations focused on interlaminar shear strength, which
reveals the shear strength of the ply interfaces and sets the stage for more complex
mechanical testing in later chapters. Following these methods, a discussion of results
and future work is presented.

4.1

Manufacturing of Nanostitched Laminates

The process for manufacturing the nanostitched laminates is a refined version of
what is first introduced by Garcia et al [43]. The A-CNTs were grown in a 2" diameter quartz tube furnace (Lindberg/BlueM) at atmospheric pressure via a thermal
catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process, similar to a process described
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elsewhere [128, 129]. 3 cm x 4 cm silicon (Si) wafer pieces coated with catalyst (1/10
nm of Fe/Al 2 03) by e-beam evaporation were placed in the quartz tube reactor and
pretreated at 680 °C for 15 min in a reducing atmosphere (H 2 /He) to condition the
catalyst, after which they were subjected to a reactant mixture (H 2 /He/H 20/C 2 H 4 ).
See Figure 4-la for a schematic of the CVD process. The A-CNTs exhibit an average
outer diameter of ~8 nm (3 - 7 walls with an inner diameter of -5

nm and intrinsic

CNT density of -1.6 g/cm 3 ), inter-CNT spacing of -60 nm, and volume fraction of
~1% CNTs [130]. The growth time was set to be 55 seconds to produce-20

m tall

forests. At the end of each growth cycle, water was introduced in the tube for 45
seconds to reduce the attachment between the CNTs and the Si substrate and facilitate the transfer of the CNTs [101, 130, 131]. Figures 4-1b and c show the top and
side views of the as-grown A-CNT forests. The height of the CNTs were obtained by
measuring the z-axis travel between focal planes (Si substrate to top of the forest) on
an optical microscope in dark field mode [132]. Three points (two near the substrate
edge and one at the center) on the centerline across the wafer width (3 cm) direction
were measured. The forest height is taken as the average of the three measurements.
This method has a resolution of

2

m, and the accepted average measured height

of the A-CNTs ranges from 15 Rm to 25 Rm.
After synthesis, the A-CNT forests were introduced to the interlaminar region
between aerospace-grade unidirectional (UD) AS4/8552 (Hexel) carbon fiber prepreg
by manually transferring them onto the surface of the prepreg through the following
procedure as shown in Figure 4-2. First, the Si substrate was positioned with the
CNT side in contact with the prepreg ply surface, and then the Si substrate/ply
assembly was placed on a hot plate at 60 °C for 30 seconds in order to increase the
tackiness of the 8552 epoxy matrix, which improves A-CNT transfer effectiveness,
while gentle pressure was applied by hand. After this step, the A-CNTs are adhered
to the ply surface so that the Si substrate can be removed and the next ply can be
laid up.

This A-CNT transfer process was repeated for each interface during the

layup process until the entire stacking sequence was complete. It is worth noting that
the alignment of the A-CNT forests is preserved after transfer as seen in Figure 4-3,
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which is consistent with prior observations [133].
The prepreg is designed to yield a 63.5% microfiber volume fraction, and nominal
per-ply thickness of 0.130 mm. A 16-ply quasi-isotropic layup ([(0/90/±45)2]s) with
all 15 interfaces reinforced with A-CNTs creates the "nanostitched laminate," and it
is noted that A-CNT transfer was over 95% effective based on visual observation of
the surface area. Baseline laminates are manufactured in the same way apart from
the A-CNT reinforcement. The laminates were cured in an autoclave following the
manufacturer specifications (Figure 4-4): 7 bar of total pressure at 1 - 3 °C /min to
110 °C, hold for 1 h, heat again at 1 - 3 °C/min to 180 °C, hold for 2 h, cool down
at 3 - 5 °C/min to 60 °C and vent pressure, let cool to room temperature.
Once the laminates were cured, the edges were trimmed and specimens were cut
and polished to size following ASTM D2344 [125]. Representative scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images in Figure 4-5 show that the A-CNTs interpenetrate the
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Figure 4-1: Aligned carbon nanotube (A-CNT) synthesis: (a) schematic of thermal
catalytic chemical vapor deposition process. (b) Top and (c) side views of the synthesized A-CNT forests.
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Figure 4-2: Transfer procedure of A-CNT forest onto prepreg: (a) A-CNT forest on
a wafer (left) and a layer of prepreg (right). (b) Flip the wafer onto the prepreg and
place it on a hot plate at 60 °C for 30 seconds. (c) Take prepreg off the hot plate and
apply gentle pressure. (d) Empty wafer (left) and prepreg with transferred A-CNT
(right).
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Figure 4-3: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images at two magnifications of
an A-CNT forest after it was transferred onto an uncured prepreg showing that the
alignment was preserved.
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Figure 4-4: Laminate layup (left) and autoclave curing (right). Image adapted from
Dr. Jeonyoon Lee (MIT).
adjacent plies and generally fill the resin-rich regions between them. The thickness
of all specimens, baseline and nanostitched, were measured with a caliper. Baseline
laminates have thickness of 2.05t0.02 mm, and nanostitched laminates have thickness
of 2.07+0.01 mm, indicating that nanostitching does not measurably increase the
interlaminar thickness, consistent with other work following the same procedures
[101], thereby retaining the overall laminate microfiber volume fraction and other
attributes.
(a)
90° ply
Baseline Ply Interface
45° ply
10 Pmillp

Figure 4-5: The nanostitch architecture showing the placement ofACNTs at the
interface of the microfiber plies. Representative SEM images of: (a) 90/45 interface
ofabaselineand(b)nanostitchedsampleshowingtheA-CNTsfilling the interlaminar
region with some bridging of the first layer of microfibers in both plies.
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4.2

Methods for Interlaminar Shear Strength Characterization

Since the A-CNTs were strategically placed at the resin-rich ply interfaces to improve
the interlaminar properties of the nanostitched laminates, interlaminar shear strength
(ILSS) was chosen as the first metric to evaluate the effect of A-CNT reinforcement.
Among many tests available to assess ILSS [134], SBS was chosen for its simplicity
and small specimen size, allowing in this work for multiple samples and statistical
significance to be attained in a reasonable number of specimens. Static and fatigue
SBS tests were performed, and a numerical damage progression model for SBS was
developed.

4.2.1

Static Short-Beam Shear (SBS) Test

Following ASTM D2344 [125] for the dimensions of the SBS coupon: (a) the width w
of the coupon should be twice its thickness t, (b) the length 1 of the coupon should be
6 x its thickness t, and (c) the span length s should be 4x its thickness. Following
the Standard, the specimens were first cut with a diamond saw and then further
polished in the following order: 500 grit sandpaper, 800 grit sandpaper, and 1I m
Al2 03 suspension to meet the desired dimensions to meet the Standard specifications
of 2 mm thick, 4 mm wide, and 12 mm long. The polished specimens were then
subjected to a 3-point load configuration (6 mm diameter for loading nose and 3 mm
diameter for supports) with an 8 mm span, which generates maximum shear stress at
the laminate centerline (See Figure 4-6). The test was performed on Zwick/Roell Z1O
with a 10 kN load cell in displacement control. Following the standard, each specimen
was loaded at 1 mm/min until one of the following occurred: (a) an instantaneous
load drop-off of 30%, (b) two-piece specimen failure, or (c) the head travel exceeded
the specimen nominal thickness. Load and displacement were recorded every 250 ms,
and the static SBS strength was calculated as:
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A

0-SBS =

0.75

(4.1)

Fmax

wt

where USBS is the SBS strength, and Fm. is the maximum load. This value is a
closed-form approximation of the maximum shear based on classical beam theory
[135].

Loading Nose
(d =6 mm)

SBS Specimen

Supports

1 mm

(d = 3 m m)

Figure 4-6: Short-beam shear (SBS) test configuration. The loading nose and the
supports are made of 17-4PH stainless steel.

4.2.2

Fatigue SBS Test

Although not an ASTM or ISO Standard, several groups [136-140] have utilized the
SBS configuration for fatigue testing, which principally adopts the ASTM D2344
Standard but for fatigue. Thus, the test configuration for fatigue is exactly the same
as shown in Figure 4-6 and previously described, except that we replaced monotonic
loading with a cyclic sinusoidal stress-controlled loading.

Testing was performed

using an Instron fatigue system (model 1332). The specimens were loaded at stress
amplitudes that are 90%, 80%, 70%, and 60% of the static SBS strength of the
baseline. The frequency of the applied stress was 10 Hz. The R-ratio (minimum over
maximum stress) is 0.05.

Tests were stopped, and the specimens were considered

failed under two conditions: (a) when the specimen failed catastrophically, or (b)
when the maximum displacement in a load cycle, as measured from the test machine
cross-head, had changed by more than 20%, indicating a significant damage event
[136]. The failure cycle was recorded for each load level and was used to produce
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the classical stress vs. life cycles curve (S-N curve). Post mortem specimens were
scanned using the Nikon Metrology (X-Tek) HMXST225

CT system at the Center

for Nanoscale Systems at Harvard University.

4.2.3

Damage Progression Prediction Model

A finite element model was developed to better understand the effects of nanostitching
on the SBS strength1 . The model uses two separate constitutive models to simulate
laminate damage. For intralaminar damage, a continuum model first developed by
Maimi et al. [141, 142] was used. It also uses a set of scalar damage variables to represent the failure mechanisms occurring in the longitudinal and transverse directions
of a ply. Damage activation functions are based on the LaRC04 failure criteria [143].
For interlaminar damage, a cohesive zone model (CZM) [144, 145] was implemented
in ABAQUS [146] that relates closing tractionT to the crack opening displacement
6, with the energy dissipated per unit area to advance the crack taken from the area
under the r - 6 curve. The effect of A-CNTs on the interlaminar fracture toughness
was modeled by increasing the Mode I and Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness,
represented simply as F, by the same amount (amount varies, as discussed below).
The engineering solutions proposed by Turon et al. [147, 148] were used to calculate
the cohesive stresses.

Details of both constitutive models can be found elsewhere

[141, 142, 146, 149]. In order to isolate the effect of interlaminar fracture toughness
enhancement on SBS strength, all of the parameters in the model were kept constant
between the baseline and nanostitched specimens, except for the Mode I and Mode
II interlaminar fracture toughness. The interlaminar fracture toughness (both Mode
I and Mode II) was commonly scaled from 1 - 5x of the baseline, and the specimen
response including SBS strength was computed as a function of the toughness scaling.
The 1 - 5x enhancement range used in simulation was based on previous related work
[43], where the authors experimentally measured a 2.5 - 3x enhancement Mode I and
II fracture toughness enhancement due to the introduction of A-CNTs. However, the
authors used a slightly different manufacturing technique; therefore, in this study,
'Modeling was a collaboration and led by Carolina Furtado at University of Porto, Portugal
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we adopted a wider range of enhancement ratio simply as a reasonable estimate of
3x. Detailed inputs to the model can be found in Table 4.1. Note that this part
of the work is done in collaboration with the University of Porto, Portugal and is
largely carried out by Carolina Furtado in Professor Pedro Camanho's group. The
modeling results are included in this thesis to supplement the understanding of the
experimental results.
Table 4.1: Material properties used to simulate ply behavior of the AS4/8552 material
systems.

Elasticproperties

Longitudinal Young's Modulus EL
Transverse Young's Modulus ET
Poisson's Ratio vLT
Shear Modulus GLT

128,000 MPa
9,600 MPa
0.32
5,290 MPa

Longitudinal Tension GXT

81.5 kJ/m 2
106.6 kJ/m 2

Longitudinal Compression Gxc
Transverse Tension GIc

Ply Strength

4.3

0.28 kJ/m 2

In-plane Shear Guc

0.79 kJ/m 2

Longitudinal Tension XT
Longitudinal Compression Xc
Transverse Tension yT
Transverse Compression Yc

2207 MPa
1,531 MPa
80.7 MPa
199.8 MPa

In-plane Shear SL

144.5 MPa

Results and Discussion

In this section, the static and fatigue results are discussed, including finite element
analysis of progressive damage accumulation in the static SBS configuration.

4.3.1

Experiment and Modeling Results for Static SBS

All tested specimens failed in a brittle manner via the load criterion (a load drop
of 30%), rather than 2-piece specimen failure or the deflection criterion (see Section 4.2.1).

Moreover, the failure modes of all specimens were observed to be in-

terlaminar shear failure, as discussed in the Standard [125].
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Representative force-

displacement curves are shown in Figure 4-7. After settling, both specimens exhibit
linear-elastic behaviour until a sudden load drop indicating a brittle type of failure
with little evidence of accumulated damage except for a slight softening.
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Figure 4-7: Representative load-displacement curves for static SBS test.
Figure 4-8 shows that there is no statistically significant difference between baseline and nanostitched specimens for static SBS strength. The baseline specimens were
found to have an SBS strength of 95.0±1.2 MPa, whereas the nanostitched specimens
were found to have an SBS strength of 96.2+0.9 MPa. The baseline SBS strength is
15% higher than the 82.3+4.7 MPa reported by the National Institute for Aviation
Research (NIAR)[150]. However, a different layup ([(45/0/-45/90)3s]) was used in the
prior work by NIAR, and the composite layup has been shown to affect the stress
distribution inside an SBS specimen [144, 145, 151, 152]. The lack of SBS strength
increase is different from previous results of Lewis et al. [153] for a very similar UD
material system (IM7/8552) and the same layup that showed a >8% statistically
significant static SBS strength increase.
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Baseline Experiment
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Nanostitched Experiment
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a
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0

1: Model assuming 25% modelI and 11 interlaminar fracture toughness increase
2: Model assuming 50% mode Iand I1interlaminar fracture toughness increase
Figure 4-8: SBS test results compared with numerical results from damage progression
prediction model with two assumptions (25% and 50% Mode I and II interlaminar
fracture toughness improvement for nanostitch).
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Selected micrographs across different length scales are shown in Figure 4-9, where
CNT pullout is clearly evident. As has been noted by others, the stress distribution in a laminated composite under SBS loading is complex [135, 151]. Composite
layup, fiber/matrix material type, specimen geometry, manufacturing defects, loadintroduction details, etc. have all been shown to affect the ultimate SBS strength.
Previous studies [152, 154, 155] have shown large departures from the classical beam
solution when utilizing higher order elastic analyses. In particular, large compressive stresses also exist in the same region where the shear stress concentrates, having
the effect of suppressing interlaminar shear failure. It has been suggested by many
[134, 152] that the SBS test best serves as a useful screening and comparative test.
Valid SBS tests are used to explore interface strength and toughening in static testing
on a comparative basis [134], and some (see discussion in next section) have utilized
the SBS test for fatigue as well. In relation to the current work where a tougher and
stronger interface due to A-CNT reinforcement appears to exist (see fatigue data in
next section), it is possible that the strength increase will (i) be below the statistical
threshold for improvement, or (ii) be masked in the SBS test due to more complex
(and coupled) failure mechanisms. Therefore, even if a stronger and tougher interface
due to A-CNT reinforcement exists, the ultimate failure load may still be dictated by
other more complex (and likely coupled) failure mechanisms.

Carbon Fiber
CNT
Pullout

5 pm

10 PM

Figure 4-9: Selected SEM images of a broken A-CNT reinforced interface showing
multi-micron-long CNTs pulled out of the polymer matrix.
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In order to further understand the experimental results, particularly the finding
that SBS static strength is not enhanced by nanostitching, a sensitivity analysis of the
SBS strength as a function of interlaminar fracture toughness F enhancement ratio
(rnanostitched/Fbaseine)

was performed using the finite element method, as described in

Section 4.2.3. The validity of the model was first verified by comparing the simulation
results for SBS strength to our baseline experiments (see Figure 4-8). The simulation results showed good agreement with the experiment, including mode of ultimate
failure, with an error less than 4% for the predicted SBS strength. Figure 4-10a
shows the numerical results for SBS strength vs. the enhancement ratio of fracture
toughness. It was found that for AS4/8552 prepreg laminates, the SBS strength does
not increase proportionally to the increase in fracture toughness. A plateau in SBS
strength at +50% can be clearly seen after the toughness enhancement reaches -3x
of the baseline. Here, a 5% increase in both Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness
results in a-4%

increase in SBS strength, whereas a 15% increase in fracture tough-

ness results in only a -6% improvement in SBS strength. Increases in strength of
this magnitude are undetectable in the probabilistic SBS strength data with standard
errors on this order for our study. This relative insensitivity of static SBS strength
to the interlaminar fracture toughness suggests that other damage mechanisms, such
as intralaminar damage, play a significant role in determining the SBS strength, as
discussed above. The model can also predict and visualize damage progression at various load points via scalar damage variables. Figure 4-10b shows load-displacement
curves for Mode I andII

toughness enhancement

rnanostitched

baseline=

100%, 200%,

and 500%, respectively, where point A is at the maximum load and point B is 50%
of the maximum load after the load drop, and Figure 4-10c shows the damage at
these two points. As can be seen from these figures, there is no noticeable change of
damage modes even when the interlaminar fracture toughness enhancement is twice
as large as that of the baseline, i.e., both failures are dominated by interlaminar damage. Furthermore, it would require at least 5x enhancement of fracture toughness to
shift the damage modes from predominantly interlaminar damage to predominantly
intralaminar damage. The simulation results are consistent with our hypothesis in
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the first paragraph of this Section that the enhancement in the fracture toughness
of the interface results in undetectable improvement in static SBS strength due to
complex (and coupled) failure mechanisms. By contrast, the next section will show
that in the fatigue tests, a damage mode shift from interlaminar to intralaminnar in
fatigue is observed, along with a significant increase in fatigue life.
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Figure 4-10: Finite element damage progression simulation results: (a) representative
load-deformation curve in SBS for interlaminar fracture toughness enhancement ratio
of 100% (baseline), 200%, and 500%. Points A and B are at 100% and 50% of the
maximum load, respectively, (b) static SBS strength as a function of interlaminar
fracture toughness enhancement ratio, and (c) representation of damage at points A
and B in (a). Damage is represented by a set of scalar variables, which can take
values from 0 (i.e., no damage) to 1 (i.e., completely damaged crack) and are colored
when their associated damage variables are greater than 0.9.
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4.3.2

Experimental Results for Fatigue SBS

On average across the load levels tested (60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% of SBS static
strength), the fatigue life increased by 115%.

Detailed values for fatigue life are

provided in Table 4.2. The fatigue life of nanostitched specimen at 50% of SBS static
strength was not tested due to the limited number of specimens.
Table 4.2: Fatigue life via SBS for baseline and nanostitched specimens across all
load levels (50 to 90% of static strength), and fatigue life increase percentage due to
nanostitching.
Load
Level
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

Baseline Specimen
Fatigue Life (Cycle)
164±37
1,182±190
14,514±3,067
254,961±182,649
603,156±231,666

Nanostitched Specimen
Fatige Life (Cycle)
253±21
2,358±199
22,844±4,672
889,099±59,157
Not Tested

Fatigue Life
Increase(%)
54
100
57
249
Not Tested

Figure 4-11 shows the lifetime of the specimens plotted against the stress amplitude. Statistically significant fatigue life enhancement was observed at each load
level. The majority (80%) of fatigue specimens failed catastrophically, indicating a
sudden damage event with no prior indication (audibly or via maximum displacement increase) of pre-ultimate damage, i.e., the specimens failed in a brittle manner,
whereas the minority (20%) failed via the maximum displacement increase criterion.
The minority (20%) of specimens that failed via the maximum displacement increase
criterion were distributed across the test matrix with no trend observed (e.g., highcycle vs. low-cycle fatigue). The failure modes observed in this work are different
from the results of May et al., [136] where a 20-ply UD IM7/8552 layup was used and
the majority of the fatigue specimens failed via the displacement increase criterion at
lower load levels. The difference in the failure modes could be mainly attributed to
the different layups of the two tests. May et al. [136] adopted a UD layup where fiber
nesting was very likely to be present, i.e., no clear interfaces existed between adjacent
plies, which allowed the crack to easily propagate into the intralaminar region. As
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a macroscopic consequence, it is hypothesized that the specimens did not fail in a
brittle manner.
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Figure 4-11: Fatigue test results: S-N curve showing a 3x improvement at lower
stress levels (high-cycle fatigue).
Representative effective compliance curves used to indicate damage [136] are plotted against the number of cycles as shown in Figure 4-12. There was almost no change
in compliance during the first 99% of the fatigue life, and a fast and significant increase of the compliance very close to failure. A similar observation was also reported
by Makeev et al. [151]. The lack of compliance change over time is in agreement with
the brittle failure manner of the majority of the specimens.
In order to understand the mechanism of lifetime increase due to the A-CNT reinforcement, two post mortem specimens that were loaded at 70% of the static SBS
strength (i.e., 66.5 MPa) that failed due to the displacement criterion, but did not fail
catastrophically, were scanned using micro-computed tomography ( LCT). RCT pro-

vides a non-destructive way to examine the internal 3D damage states of the samples
[55]; however, it was not until very recently that RCT techniques have been used in

fatigue studies of polymer matrix composites without nanoscale reinforcement [119].
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Figure 4-12: Fatigue test results: representative effective compliance vs. number of
cycles.

Figure 4-13 shows a slice of the cross-section of the two specimens and highlights a
major difference in the damage accumulation between baseline and A-CNT reinforced
specimens. In the baseline failed specimen, few long, straight, and clean interlaminar
cracks are clearly visible. In contrast, the nanostitched specimen exhibits a much
more diffusive crack pattern, with extensive intralaminar matrix cracking in addition to smaller interlaminar cracks.

The diffusive crack pattern suggests that the

nanostitched specimen has a tougher and stronger interface so that it delays delamination and shifts some of the damage from the interlaminar region to the intralaminar
region. Similar observations have been noted in the IM7/8552 work discussed previously, where SBS static shear strength increased [153]. It is worth noting that there
is a 249% increase in the specimen lifetime when the load is 60% of the static SBS
strength, i.e., in the high-cycle fatigue regime.

This shows that for this material

system, A-CNTs are especially effective in suppressing damage in high-cycle fatigue
situations, an important loading condition in aerospace applications. To further explore the effect of nanostitch on high-cycle fatigue, four additional baseline specimens
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were tested under 50% of the static SBS strength, and they failed at-0.60±0.23

mil-

lion cycles, in comparison to the nanostitched specimens that failed at ~0.89±0.06
million cycles under 60% of the static SBS strength. In other words, the nanostitched
specimens were able to last ~1 million cycles under at least 20% higher load than the
baseline specimens. Grimmer et al. [156, 157] reported the same trend of improvement of their CNT-reinforced hybrid woven epoxy composites, i.e., more effectiveness
of CNTs at low stress levels relative to high stress levels. They suggested that at
high stress levels, the CNTs shift from high-energy dissipating pull-out behavior to a
relatively low-energy dissipating fracture behavior, in line with observations of varying volumes of pulled-out CNTs in the different regimes. Bortz et al. [158] observed
similar fatigue behavior of their carbon nanofiber (CNF) epoxy nanocomposite. They
concluded that at low applied stress levels, the CNF/matrix bond is strong enough to
transfer the localized stresses from the weaker matrix to CNFs in the form of smallscale straining. This redistribution of the stresses slows the rate of fatigue crack
propagation. At higher stress levels, the localized stresses are high enough to break
the CNF/matrix interface. Those authors also identified large increases in fatigue life
due to the presence of CNFs, yet effectively no increase in static toughness - the same
behavior as observed here in the nanostitched hierarchical composite. Further work
in high-cycle fatigue is warranted, as is more detailed analysis of the damage states
of specimens pre-ultimate failure at different fatigue stress intensity levels.
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Figure 4-13: Micro-computed tomography images of post mortem baseline and nanostitched specimens at fatigue-tested at 70% of the static SBS strength that failed via
the displacement criterion, where the nanostitched specimen indicates significant intralaminar damage in multiple plies. Ply interfaces and orientations are annotated in
all images.
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4.4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, a hierarchical composite architecture, i.e., nanostitch, was realized by
integrating A-CNTs at ply interfaces of aerospace-grade carbon microfiber UD prepreg
advanced composites. The transfer of A-CNTs can be readily implemented in existing
laminate manufacturing without damaging or disturbing in-plane microfibers, and no
increase in the laminate thickness is observed when integrating the ~20

m A-CNTs

at all ply interfaces, consistent with prior work [101]. The SBS fatigue test showed an
average increase in fatigue life of 115% across all load levels (60 - 90% of static SBS
strength), with a larger (249%) improvement observed for high-cycle fatigue (60% of
static SBS strength).

CT scans of post mortem fatigue specimens suggest a distinct

difference in fatigue damage mechanism: A-CNTs appear to suppress delamination
and shift the damage to the intralaminar region. No static SBS strength improvement was observed, which is attributed to the complex stress state and failure modes
in SBS, and the relative insensitivity of SBS strength to the interlaminar fracture
toughness enhancement (e.g., a 50% increase in interlaminar toughness yields an SBS
strength increase of less than 20% in progressive damage finite element simulations).
Furthermore, the finite element model suggests that a 5x increase in fracture toughness is needed to alter the damage modes in static SBS tests. The extant literature has
mixed findings with regard to fatigue behavior of CNT-reinforced laminates, likely due
to differences in processing, materials, and uncharacterized CNT and interface morphology, typical of woven systems and wet layup processing. By contrast, the system
studied herein utilizes prepreg processing, which is highly repeatable (one of its clear
known industrial advantages), and the interface is very well characterized: the CNTs
are 1 vol% and span the interlaminar region with no voids and interdigitate across microfibers less than one microfiber diameter. Such morphologically-controlled systems
allow for repeatability and greater insight, as modeling can be reasonably undertaken
as demonstrated here. Further work should study the damage states of specimens
that have not failed, but experienced high-cycle fatigue in a broadened

CT cam-

paign, employing in situ techniques if available. In the next chapter, the Mode I and
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II fracture behavior due to the introduction of A-CNTs is evaluated experimentally.
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Chapter 5
Interlaminar Mode I and Mode II
Crack Bifurcation Due to
Nanostitch Reinforcement
As discussed in Chapter 4, the short-beam shear test displays complex and oftentimes coupled failure mechanisms, and thus the interlaminar reinforcement effects of
aligned carbon nanotubes (A-CNTs) may be difficult to interpret.

Moreover, pro-

gressive damage modeling (such as the finite element approach in Chapter 4) would
need the fracture toughness of the nanostitched layer as the input. In this chapter,
in order to obtain a more clear understanding of the multiscale CNT-reinforcement
mechanisms and quantify the fracture toughness, the Mode I and Mode II fracture
behavior and associated toughening mechanisms are investigated experimentally by
performing double cantilever beam (DCB) and end-notched flexure (ENF) tests, respectively. Optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), along with labbased high-resolution micro-computed tomography (WCT) are used to investigate the
post mortem fractured specimens, with resolution down to the submicron scale. We
report that the interlaminar crack bifurcates from the interlaminar precrack into the
intralaminar region of the adjacent ply in both Mode I and II, and then propagates
within the intralaminar region parallel to the nanostitched interlaminar region as
an "intralaminar delamination" in steady state, demonstrating a previously unob81

served level of interlaminar toughness (see Figure 5-1). This unique crack behavior
in advanced composites provides new insights into the magnitude and effects of reinforcement induced by A-CNTs that influence the macroscopic fracture and failure
behavior of laminates, and suggests new opportunities for toughening laminates.
(a)

Ply in
Layered Laminate

Carbon Microfibers

Aligned CNis

at Ply Interfaces
Baseline CFRP InterlaminarRegion (PostMortem)

(b) Baseline CFRP Interlaminar Region (Initial)

Nanostitched CFRP Interlaminar Region (Post Mortem)

Nanostitched CFRP Interlaminar Region (Initial)
"Ott

Nanostitch

Figure 5-1: Visualization of crack path in baseline and nanostitched carbon microfiber
reinforced plastics (CFRP): (a) concept illustration of aligned carbon nanotubes (ACNTs) at a nanostitched laminate interlaminar region, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of representative A-CNT forests showing CNT alignment.
(b) SEM images of baseline and nanostitched interlaminar regions before and after
fracture, showing a typical crack bifurcation result.
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5.1

Fracture Specimen Fabrication and Microfiber
Nesting

A-CNT forests were grown in a 2" tube furnace (Lindberg/Blue M) by chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) on 3 cmx8 cm Silicon (Si) substrates at atmospheric pressure
and were transferred onto the tacky surface of the composite prepreg plies before
laminate assembly, following the procedures described in Chapter 4. A unidirectional
(UD) aerospace-grade AS4/8552 (Hexcel) prepreg was used for the fabrication of the
laminates. The prepreg is designed to yield a 63.5% microfiber volume fraction, and
has a nominal per-ply thickness of 0.130 mm. Two types of laminates, Mode I DCB
and Mode II ENF, were manufactured, with and without nanostitch, giving four
laminate configurations in total. The Mode I DCB laminate is a 24-ply UD layup
([0]24) and the Mode II ENF laminate is

a 30-ply UD layup ([030).

All laminates

were manufactured with a 25 im-thick Teflon film (Airtech International, Inc.) at
the midplane of one end of the laminate to form an initiation site for the delamination,
following ASTM Standards 5528 [126] and 7905 [127]. A-CNTs were placed at the
same midplane location adjacent to the Teflon film. It is noted that A-CNT transfer
was over 95% effective based on surface area across all samples as in Chapter 4.
Baseline laminates were manufactured by the same procedure, apart from the A-CNT
reinforcement. The laminates were cured in an autoclave following the manufacturer
specifications as detailed in Chapter 4. Once the laminates were cured, they were
trimmed into 25 mmx130 mm DCB specimens for Mode I testing, and 23 mmx200
mm ENF specimens for Mode II testing, using an abrasive diamond wet tile saw.
The average measured thickness for baseline and nanostitched Mode I specimens are
3.06±0.01 mm and 3.06±0.01 mm, respectively, and the average measured thickness
for baseline and nanostitched Mode II specimens are 4.00±0.02 mm and 4.02±0.02
mm, respectively. The presence of nanostitch did not increase the overall laminate
thickness.

See Figure 5-2 for the geometries of Mode I DCB and Mode II ENF

laminates.
In UD layups, microfiber nesting is common, as shown schematically in Figure 583
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Figure 5-2: Laminate geometries for (left) Mode I double cantilever beam (DCB),
and (right) Mode II end-notched flexure (ENF) specimens.
3, where microfibers in adjacent plies migrate during the cure cycle, eliminating the
interlaminar region between plies and giving a microfiber bridging toughening mechanism during fracture testing, which is known to yield a non-conservative fracture
toughness (see Figure 5-4) [11]. Microfiber bridging is considered to be an artifact
of the all 0-degree UD DCB tests, and does not accurately represent the interlaminar fracture toughness of the general plies in a laminate. In order to minimize the
artificial effect of microfiber bridging on toughness, plies at the centerline were offset
approximately

2 degrees during layup. This angle was chosen to reduce the extent

of microfiber bridging, while still being small enough to avoid twisting upon Mode I
loading based on early work studying nesting [11]. However, it should be noted that
this angle was later found to be insufficient to eliminate microfiber nesting. In analyzing the fracture test results, in addition to differentiating between initiation and
steady-state toughness, for these 0-degree UD specimens following the Standards,
there is also the differentiation of nested vs. non-nested values of the toughness.
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Figure 5-3: Schematic of microfiber nesting at the midplane of an all0-degree unidirectional (UD) laminate [11].
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Figure 5-4: Schematic of microfiber bridging in all 0-degree UD DCB test [11].
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5.2

Methods for Fracture Toughness Characterization

In this section, experimental procedures of Mode I and II fracture testing, technical
details of X-ray

CT ex situ damage investigation, and a simple interlaminar crack

bifurcation assessment via finite element analysis is presented.

5.2.1

Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) Test for Mode I Fracture Toughness

The Mode I DCB specimens were tested with a Zwick/Roell Z010 mechanical tester
(10 kN load cell), following ASTM Standard D5528 [126]. Displacement was applied
at a rate of 0.5 mm/min. Video cameras were placed on both sides of the specimens
and recorded the crack growth at 30 fps. See Figure 5-5 for Mode I DCB test configuration. The Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness, G1 , was calculated using
modified beam theory (MBT), as outlined in the Standard D5528 [126]. The resistance curve (R-curve) was plotted as a function of crack extension, Aa. At least 6
specimens for each type were tested.

Figure 5-5: Mode I fracture test setup. P indicates load applied through the Mode I
specimen hinges.
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5.2.2

End-Notched Flexure (ENF) Test for Mode II Fracture
Toughness

The Mode II ENF specimens were also tested using the Zwick/Roell Z010 Mechanical
Tester (10 kN load cell), following ASTM Standard D7905 [127]. The specimens were
both loaded and unloaded in displacement control at a rate of 0.5 mm/min. See
Figure 5-6 for Mode II ENF test configuration. The Mode II interlaminar fracture
toughness, G1c, was obtained using the compliance calibration (CC) method, as
outlined in the Standard D7905 [127].

Delamination growth is not stable in the

ENF test, leading to two discrete values of G1c: one from the Teflon film as well as
from a precrack (after the crack advances from the Teflon film), which are referred
to as non-precracked (NPC) Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness (GIIc,NPC) and
precracked (PC) Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness (Gl,pc), respectively. We
interpret the NPC value as an initiation toughness comparable to that in Mode I,
and the PC value as the steady-state toughness. At least 3 specimens of each sample
type were tested in Mode II.

Mode It Specimen

oad Nose

Supports
Figure 5-6: Mode II fracture test setup.

5.2.3

X-ray Micro-CT Ex Situ Damage Investigation

A total of 8 specimens, 4 Mode I DCB specimens (2 baseline and 2 nanostitched)
and 4 Mode II ENF specimens (2 baseline and 2 nanostitched), were scanned ex situ
after testing on a Zeiss Xradia 520 Versa X-ray microscope in the Institute for Soldier
Nanotechnologies (ISN) at MIT using a 80 keV X-ray energy beam with radiograph
projections captured at an -1.3

tm isotropic voxel size (2.6 mmx2.6 mmx2.6 mm
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field of view) with 3 seconds of exposure time. 3 positions corresponding to crack
extension Aa = 1, 5, and 15 mm on the Mode I specimens and 2 positions (AaNPC
and Aapc) on the Mode II ENF specimens were scanned. Analysis and segmentation
of the 3D volumes were performed using Avizo (FEI) commercial software version 9.4
and ImageJ (Fiji) [159, 160].

5.2.4

Interlaminar Crack Bifurcation Model

Simulation of the Mode I fracture test was performed to better understand reinforcement of the laminate interfaces with A-CNTs and to infer an estimate of the toughness
of the nanostitched interlaminar region that causes the crack bifurcation 1. Interlaminar damage (interlaminar delamination) at the middle interface was simulated using
cohesive elements implemented in ABAQUS version 6.11 [146]. The intralaminar region at the middle interface was modeled as a series of subplies (subply thickness =
25

m) connected also by the same cohesive elements, representing a mesh refine-

ment where an intralaminar crack may propagate in any of the 25

m increments of

sub-ply thickness (see Figure 5-7). The effect of A-CNTs on the fracture toughness
at the middle interface was modeled by parametrically increasing the Mode I and
Mode II fracture toughness by the same amount (+5%, 10%, 15%, etc.), and the corresponding crack path (whether it grows in the interlaminar or intralaminar region)
was evaluated. The cohesive stresses were calculated using two engineering solutions
proposed by Turon and co-authors [147, 148] to enable a better representation of the
softening behavior in the vicinity of the crack tip and to accurately calculate the
energy dissipation. The relevant ply properties used in this work to simulate the
AS4/8552 material system are presented in Table 4.1 in Chapter 4. Note that this
part of the work was done in collaboration with University of Porto, Portugal and
was largely carried out by Carolina Furtado in Professor Pedro Camanho's group.
The modeling results are included in this thesis to supplement the understanding of
the experimental results.

'In collaboration with Carolina Furtado at University of Porto, Portugal
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Figure 5-7: Mode I crack bifurcation analysis via finite element modeling wherein
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intralaminar crack begins to grow instead of the interlaminar crack when the toughness increases by 10%, indicating that the nanostitch is at least 10% tougher than
the baseline (nested) Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness (no bifurcation).
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5.3

Results and Discussion

In this section, the Mode I and Mode II results are discussed, including fractography,
SEM, and CT analysis of the post mortem specimens.

5.3.1

Experimental and Modeling Results for Mode I DCB

Mode I fracture toughness is characterized by an R-curve, which typically consists
of an initiation value (Mode I initiation fracture toughness, Gic,ini), a transition region with increasing toughness, and a plateau region (Mode I steady-state fracture
toughness, Gjc,ss). The transition region is attributed to engagement of a number
of multiscale toughening mechanisms. Representative R-curves of the baseline and
nanostitched laminates are given in Figure 5-8a, where an initial toughness drop is
observed in both curves. This initial drop is due to the resin-rich region at the end
of the Teflon film, which is mostly considered as unrepresentative of the material
response, and more associated with details of the Teflon region due to manufacturing
[161, 162]. It is, however, commonly used in composite design for evaluating delamination initiation. After the initial drop, both R-curves slowly climb up and reach a
steady state after -10

mm. The ~10 mm transition region indicates the occurrence

of toughening mechanisms in both laminates. The Standard D5528 does not specify
any methods for calculating G 1c,ss, so an average was taken of all of the points from
15 - 50 mm on the R-curve to compute G c,ss.
The computed values of Gjc,ini and
1

Gic,ss are summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Mode I fracture testing summary data.
Interlaminar
kJ/m 2

"Intralaminar"
kJ/m 2

Difference

Mode I (Double Cantilever Beam)

Initiation Toughness
Steady-state Toughness

0.32t0.01
0.24t0.01
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0.30±0.01
0.22±0.01

None
None

The differences in the toughening mechanisms in the initiation and steady-state,
and their corresponding measured toughness values are interpreted by performing
optical, SEM, and X-ray jCT analysis on post mortem specimens where the baseline
is understood to be the (nested) interlaminar fracture toughness, and the nanostitched
value associated with propagating the crack in the intralaminar region parallel to the
interlaminar midplane (i.e., the crack is intralaminar and does not propagate through
the nanostitched interlaminar region). Nesting is discussed in more detail later in
this section, and we note that the calculation of the intralaminar toughness via the
Standard D5528 assumes that the crack is in the midplane, which it is not. A Jintegral approach [163] to toughness would be more accurate and is recommended
for future work on laminates with this unique "intralaminar Mode I" crack behavior.
The fracture surfaces are presented in Figure 5-8b, where a few horizontal black lines
-

are visible immediately after the Teflon crack start, but disappear after the first 1

2 mm. Those black lines are found to be CNTs via SEM imaging (see Figure 5-8b
inset). This observation suggests that the crack does not grow in the interlaminar
region after the first La= 1 - 2 mm (note that steady state toughness is reached at

Aa = 10 mm).
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Figure 5-8: Mode I fracture test results: (a) representative Mode I resistance curve
(R-curve) of baseline and nanostitched specimens, and (b) optical micrograph and
SEM image of the fracture surface in nanostitched laminates showing CNT pullout
near the Teflon film for crack extension Aa < 2 mm, indicating that the crack does
not propagate through the A-CNTs in steady-state.
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In order to further explore the crack propagation behavior, X-ray

CT was used

to nondestructively visualize the internal 3D morphology of the crack path. 3 scan
positions (crack extension Za = 1, 5, and 15 mm) centered in the middle of the width
of the specimen were analyzed for both baseline and nanostitched Mode I laminates
after testing.

CT scans generate 3D volumes centered at those scan positions, which

can then be sliced in different directions. Due to the ±2 degree mismatch angle of the
middle two plies, the interlaminar midplane can be identified by progressing through
all of the slices along the specimen length direction, where the microfibers in two
different plies will appear to move in opposite directions, as the slices are viewed
sequentially [164]. Videos showing the slices in the specimen length are provided as
Supplementary Videos 1 - 6 in Ni et al. [165]. The videos provide direct visualization
of the distinct crack propagation behaviors of the baseline vs. nanostitched specimens.
Representative slices of each of the scan positions for both baseline and nanostitched
specimens are presented in Figure 5-9.
In the baseline Mode I laminates (Figure 5-9b left), it was found that although
a +2

degree mismatch angle was adopted to avoid microfiber nesting, there was still

significant microfiber nesting, where the interlaminar region effectively disappears
and cannot be easily identified in the CT scans. Thus, the measured interlaminar
toughness contains significant microfiber bridging (i.e., it is the nested toughness)
resulting in an over-estimate of the fracture toughness value. As a result, the crack
travels freely between the two adjacent middle plies as it propagates along the length,
as if there were no interlaminar region. By contrast, for the nanostitched specimens,
the interlaminar crack is offset from the clearly distinguishable (due to the nanostitch
layer) interlaminar region in the nanostitched Mode I laminates (i.e., bifurcates into
the intralaminar region), a distance of several microfibers both above and below the
interlaminar midplane across the width (Figure 5-9 right, Aa = 1 mm, immediately
beyond the initial resin-rich region induced by the Teflon precrack).
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Figure 5-9: Post mortem X-ray micro-computed tomography ( CT) scan results:
(a) 3D illustration of a Mode I specimen. (b) RCT still images of baseline and
nanostitched Mode I specimens at crack extension Aa = 1, 5, and 15 mm, respectively,
revealing that the crack propagates freely in the interlaminar region for baseline
specimens, whereas the A-CNTs force the crack into the intralaminar region (above
and below the interlaminar region defined by the nanostitch layer across the width),
and thus the crack propagates there as an "intralaminar delamination."
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In order to investigate how the crack bifurcates from the interlaminar precrack to
the intralaminar region,

CT scans were taken at the Teflon film end including the

crack bifurcation point (Aa < 2 mm) in nanostitched Mode I laminates (see Figure 510a). As can be seen in see Figure 5-10b, there exists a resin-rich region immediately
after the Teflon precrack (Aa

=

0.5 mm) due to the finite thickness (~25

m) of

the Teflon film. Furthermore, microfiber-shaped marks at the bottom surface of the
resin-rich region are clearly visible, indicating that microfiber/matrix debonding (interfacial failure) may play a significant role in crack initiation and crack bifurcation.
As a result of these uncontrolled geometrical features of the Teflon crack starter, and
due to the nanostitch fracture toughness enhancement, the Mode I crack bifurcates
to either above or below the interlaminar region on a macroscopic level very near to
the Teflon precrack. Once the crack bifurcates into one of the two adjacent plies, the
tougher nanostitched interface acts an energy barrier that prevents the crack from
propagating in or through the interlaminar region, so the crack propagates parallel to
the interlaminar plane. The debonded microfibers bridge the interlaminar resin-rich
region and the adjacent ply. Those debonded fibers eventually break as the crack
opening displacement increases, as is evidenced by the white dots in Figure 5-10b
(za = 1 mm). However, it is difficult to conclude when and where those fibers were
broken (i.e., crack front vs. crack wake) due to the post mortem nature of the specimen. The video that shows the slices along the specimen length direction is provided
as Supplementary Video 7 in Ni et al. [165]. After bifurcation, the crack then propagates in the intralaminar region, parallel to the interlaminar midplane, and remains
relatively close to it (see Figure 5-9b right, La = 5 mm and 15 mm). It is worth noting
that the crack is never observed to travel in the nanostitched interface, nor along the
boundaries between the plies and the nanostitch layer. The latter is a likely location
for the crack to propagate, even if the CNT-reinforced polymer of the interlayer is
tougher, as there could still be a matrix-rich region at this location. However, this is
not observed and is attributed to the micro-scale roughness of the microfiber bed in
each ply, and the conformability of the nanostitch to conform to this and effectively
interdigitate with many of the microfibers in the first row of each ply. This behavior
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corresponds to the light fiber tearing [166, 167] failure mode, where the dominant
energy dissipation mechanism is attributed to fiber/matrix interfacial debonding. As
a result of this distinct intralaminar crack propagation behavior for the nanostitched
Mode I laminates, the measured toughness in the nanostitched laminates more closely
represents a Mode I "intralaminar toughness", as opposed to the interlaminar toughness. Interestingly, the intralaminar toughness due to nanostitch crack bifurcation
is statistically the same as the baseline interlaminar toughness. This is discussed in
relation to Mode I modeling results to interpret the measured toughness values in
both the baseline (no nanostitch) vs. nanostitched laminates, accounting especially
for micro-mechanisms, specifically microfiber nesting.

(a)

(b)

p

Mode I Crack

Mode I Specimen

FOV: 2.6 mm x 2.6 mmx 2.6 mm

Figure 5-10: Representative progressive CT slices along the specimen length near
the Teflon starter film end (Aa < 2 mm) in nanostitched Mode I laminates, revealing
some features of crack bifurcation.
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The A-CNTs add interlaminar toughness to a level that forces the crack to turn
away from the toughened interlaminar region and find a more energetically favorable
path, which is to propagate in the intralaminar region parallel to the interlaminar
midplane. To further investigate whether the crack fully or partially propagates in
the intralaminar region for the nanostitched laminates, SEM was performed on broken
nanostitched DCB laminates at a cross-section where Aa

=

~10 mm. SEM has good

contrast between the pure resin and CNT-infiltrated resin, and thus it allows for the
visualization of the nanostitched layer beyond what is available with the insufficient
WCT contrast. As can be seen in Figure 5-11, the crack is 1 - 3 microfibers above or
below the nanostitched interlaminar region. The CT and SEM imaging corroborate
the optical observation in Figure 5-8b where CNTs are not found in the crack plane
except at initiation (near the end of Teflon precrack). This Mode I crack bifurcation
is distinct from that observed in many interlayer toughened laminates [85, 168, 169],
where the toughened (and oftentimes very thick) interlayer can still allow crack propagation at the interlayer/ply interface [85, 170] despite higher reported toughness,
and not within the bounding plies as observed here. In this nanostitched architecture, the A-CNTs interdigitate with the microfibers in adjacent plies and thus drive
the crack further into the intralaminar region, as no failure of the nanostitch/base
lamina interface was observed in any of the microscopy analysis or

CT.

Since the crack in the nanostitched specimens does not propagate in the interlaminar region, it is not possible to measure the toughness of this region via the Mode
I DCB test (or any other that the author is aware of, including Mode II in the next
section).

However, to infer the nanostitched interlaminar toughness, a sensitivity

analysis of the crack propagation behavior under Mode I loading as a function of the
increase in interlaminar toughness was performed using the finite element method, as
described in Section 5.2.4. The sensitivity analysis allows for the assessment of the
critical interlaminar toughness needed to grow the crack in the intralaminar region,
rather than in the interlaminar region (where the maximum Mode I driving force is
applied). This is not a crack turning or bifurcation analysis, but rather a steady-state
evaluation of the magnitude of toughness needed at the interlaminar region to cause
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Figure 5-11: SEM images of the cross-section (crack extension

a= -- 10 mm) of a

post mortem nanostitched Mode I specimen showing that the "intralaminar delamination" crack is 1 - 3 microfiber diameters, or -10 - 20 m, away from the nanostitched
interlaminar region and occurs both above and below the nanostitched interlaminar
region as observed in CT as well (see Figure 5-9 and associated discussion).

the crack to propagate in the intralaminar region as observed experimentally. This
enables an estimation of the interlaminar toughness enhancement resulting from ACNTs. It was found that when the fracture toughness (both Mode I andII toughness
are increased equally in the model) increase is greater than 10%, it is energetically
favorable for the crack to propagate in the intralaminar region, and not the interlaminar region, as seen in Figure 5-7. This means that a 10% increase is all that
is needed to move the crack away from the interlaminar region, suggesting that the
A-CNTs increase the interlaminar toughness by at least 10%, as they successfully
forced the crack away from the interlaminar region. However, it should be noted
that this estimate of 10% is likely a lower bound, as the energy to turn a crack will
be greater than that to propagate a crack in the "intralaminar delamination" mode.
Note that the 10% increase is also an increase over the nested Mode I interlaminar
toughness, not the non-nested. The ligament in Figure 5-7 represents the microfibers
in the intralaminar laminar region being engaged as the crack goes from the interlaminar precrack to the intralaminar region. Those microfibers that comprise the
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ligament are fractured during testing (see Figure 5-10b); however, we were unable to
determine when these fibers broke (i.e., at crack front vs. in the wake of the crack).
The Supplementary Videos (compare SV2 and SV3 to SV5 and SV6) in Ni et al.
[165] show that in the nanostitched laminates, far more fiber bundles and breaks are
evident in the crack plane. To experimentally measure the Mode I fracture toughness
of the nanostitched layer requires developing testing methods that force the crack to
propagate in the tougher nanostitched interlaminar region regardless of the less tough
intralaminar region, which remains to be explored in future work, perhaps employing
a tapered [171-173] or side-grooved [174, 175] DCB test configuration.
Given the modeling results of the nanostitched region being at least 10% tougher
than the interlaminar baseline, and the observations that (i) the baseline laminates
tested herein were not sufficiently restrained from nesting, and (ii) that the "Mode I
intralaminar toughness" is statistically the same as the nested baseline Mode I interlaminar toughness (both initiation and steady-state), it remains to discuss the effects
of traditional microfiber toughening results on the observed behavior. First, regarding the initiation toughness, Gjc,ini, a summary of the Gjc,ini values in the literature
is provided in Table 5.2, and our measured initiation value is in good agreement
with those in the literature.

This is because Gic,ini is more affected by the resin

pocket after the Teflon precrack than microfiber bridging via nesting or other toughening modes in steady-state. Second, as for the steady-state toughness, Gjc,ss, the
same value between "Mode I intralaminar toughness" and nested Mode I interlaminar toughness can be explained by the underlying toughening micro-mechanisms. In
both of these cases, the dominant toughening mechanisms are microfiber bridging,
which releases significantly more energy than any other mechanisms including microfiber/matrix interfacial debonding and matrix cracking [176-178]. Furthermore,
our "Mode I intralaminar toughness" measured due to nanostitch bifurcation is consistent with the Mode I intralaminar toughness of a very similar material system
(IM7/8552) [179]. In Czabaj and Ratcliffe's work [179], the Mode I toughness was
measured in an unconventional way (and termed intralaminar cracking or toughness),
in which a precrack was introduced through the laminate thickness (z-direction) so
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that the crack plane is along the 0 degree fibers but in the thickness direction (rather
than in the in-plane transverse (y- direction) orientation, and the specimen is subject
to compact tension in the x-y plane. The crack propagation in that work is similar
to our "Mode I intralaminar toughness" in terms of the crack orientation vs. the
composite microstructure. In that work for the IM7/8552 system, the intralaminar
and interlaminar toughness values in steady-state are found to be quantitatively the
same, as we have found between the interlaminar and intralaminar Mode I toughness
in our work.
The last question that remains to be discussed here is the non-nested Mode I
interlaminar fracture toughness. To the author's best knowledge, no value has been
reported for the non-nested Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness for AS4/8552.
Nevertheless, Johnson et al. [11] have quantified the non-nested steady-state Mode I
fracture toughness for another epoxy-based CFRP UD material system, where they
found the non-nested toughness to be ~60% of that of the nested toughness (see
Figure 5-12). Based on their results, we calculate an estimated non-nested Mode I
interlaminar toughness of our AS4/8552 as of 0.15 kJ/m2 . We can then order the
Mode I steady-state toughnesses based on the literature and our measured values as:
0.15 kJ/m 2 calculated non-nested interlaminar < ~0.23 kJ/m2 measured nested interlaminar and measured "Mode I intralaminar" < calculated ~0.25 kJ/m2 or greater
nanostitch toughness. The latter is calculated from the finite element simulation and
is again a lower bound.

Table 5.2: Summary of Mode I interlaminar initiation fracture toughness Gi,ini from
this work and open literature.
kJ

Literature

Corondado et al. [180]
Bonhomme et al. [181]
Argielles et al. [182]
Hardar et al. [128]
This work
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2

0.28
0.27±0.03
0.30±0.03
0.30
0.32±0.01
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Figure 5-12: Mode I R-curves for various midplane offset angles for Hx205 UD CFRP
specimens [11].

5.3.2

Experimental Results for Mode II ENF

As discussed in Section 5.2.3, unlike Mode I DCB testing, Mode II crack growth is
unstable [127] in the ENF tests, so fewer values (generally only two per specimen)
of the Mode II fracture toughness (Grc,NPc and Grc,PC) can be obtained from the
test. Similar to the Gcini in Mode I, the GIc,NPC measured at the NPC location
is generally much higher than the Grc,pc at the PC location because the Teflon
film does not create a sharp crack. Figure 5-13 shows the load-deflection curves for
the Mode II NPC and PC tests for a representative specimen, where a large force
drop can be seen on the NPC curves in the first loading.

The computed values

of GIIc,NPC and Grc,pc are summarized in Table 5.3. The nanostitched Guc,NPC is
measured to be 24% higher than the baseline Gc,NPC; however, we do not ascribe
much value to this measurement from a fracture mechanics standpoint as it is largely
affected by the size of the resin-rich region adjacent to the Teflon film, a region that
is neither controlled nor quantified. The Grc,NPC values reported in literature have
been largely inconsistent as well [181, 183-185]. Grc,PC, however, is more informative
for understanding fracture mechanisms, because it is measured from a sharp (grown)
precrack.
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Table 5.3: Mode II fracture testing summary data.

Interlaminar "Intralaminar"
2

Mode II (End-notched Flexure)
Initiation (non-precracked, NPC) Toughness
Steady-state (precracked, PC) Toughness

2

kJ/m

kJ/m

1.44±0.05
0.58±0.03

1.79±0.01
0.58±0.02

Difference

+24%
None

Similar to Mode I, optical micrographs and SEM images of the fractured nanostitched ENF laminates show evidence of CNTs only local to the NPC location at the
Teflon insert (see Figure 5-13b top), indicating crack bifurcation into the intralaminar region. Few CNTs were present (only 3 lines across the width, see Figure 5-13b
bottom) at the PC location in Mode II, which is consistent with the observations in
Mode I. Therefore, the Mode II crack bifurcates at the NPC location (or initiation)
and remains in the intralaminar region through to the PC location (or steady-state)
as the crack grows dynamically between PC and NPC locations, which will be substantiated further in the next section with

CT imaging. Furthermore, extensive

hackle markings were observed at both the NPC and PC locations due to shear deformation in the fracture process, and were aligned in a direction of approximately 45
degrees to the fracture surface. Such hackle markings are typical in Mode II loading,
where the crack is advanced by shear, and have been observed in many other Mode
II interlaminar fracture studies [86, 186, 187].
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Figure 5-13: Mode II fracture test results: (a) representative load-deflection curves
of Mode II fracture tests showing the crack advance at the precrack (PC) location
representing initiation toughness, and the non-precrack (NPC) location representing
steady-state toughness for baseline (gray lines) and nanostitched (blue lines) specimens. (b) Optical and SEM imaging of the fracture surface of the nanostitched Mode
II laminates show CNTs being pulled out at the NPC location.
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Following the same procedure to analyze Mode I DCB laminates,

CT scans were

performed at both the NPC and PC locations on the fractured Mode II ENF laminates. Videos showing all of the slices in the specimen length direction are provided
as Supplementary Videos 8-11 in Ni et al. [165], with Figure 5-14 showing representative slices for the baseline and nanostitched ENF laminates. In the baseline
ENF laminates (Figure 5-14b left), the crack starts at the interlaminar region at the
NPC location and remains there at the PC location. By contrast, as can be seen
in Figure 5-14b right, the crack again bifurcates into the intralaminar region for the
nanostitched specimens at the NPC location, and propagates there parallel to the
midplane interface as a Mode II "intralaminar delamination". This is very similar to
the crack bifurcation behavior observed in Mode I, except that the distance of the
crack bifurcation away from the midplane interface is greater in Mode II than that in
Mode I: the crack is > 5 microfibers away from the midplane interface in some areas
here vs. 1 - 3 microfibers in Mode I. Following the discussions in Section 5.3.1, the
measured Mode II fracture toughness in nanostitched laminates is more properly understood as a Mode II "intralaminar toughness", since the intralaminar crack occurs
parallel to the interlaminar region and the laminate midplane interface. The Mode
II fracture test results are also given in Table 5.1, where the nanostitched Mode II
laminates are found to have the same PC "intralaminar toughness" as the PC interlaminar toughness in baseline laminates. A major difference between Mode I and
Mode II loadings is that the crack is advanced by shear stresses in Mode II, resulting in the dominant energy dissipation mechanism being microfiber/matrix debonds
instead of microfiber bridging, regardless of whether the crack propagates in the interlaminar region or in the interlaminar region. Therefore, although there exists a
distinct difference in crack propagation behavior between baseline and nanostitched
laminates, the nanostitched Mode II "intralaminar toughness" from bifurcation is the
same as the baseline Mode II interlaminar toughness, with these results attributed
to the same energy dissipation mechanisms in Mode II loading. The same arguments
about the effect of nesting in the baseline steady-state toughness from Section 5.3.1
for Mode I also apply here to Mode II.
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Figure 5-14: Post mortem RCT scan results: (a) illustration of a Mode II specimen
showing NPC and PC locations. (b) RCT still images of baseline and nanostitched
Mode II specimens at NPC and PC locations, revealing that the crack propagates
primarily in the interlaminar region for baseline specimens, whereas the A-CNTs force
the crack into the intralaminar region for nanostitched specimens (>5 microfibers,
annotated by the orange dots, away from the interlaminar region).
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5.4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness of baseline and nanostitched
composites were assessed via Standard double cantilever beam and end-notched flexure tests, respectively. The nanostitched hierarchical systems have clear advantages
over the typical microparticle interlayer-toughened systems which cause thick interlaminar regions having no microfiber reinforcement. In the extant literature of microparticle interlayer-toughened systems, the interlayers are typically -30

m thick,

and Mode I and II cracks propagate in the interlayer or at the interlayer/bounding ply
interface [4, 188, 189]. By contrast, the system studied herein has a very well characterized and controlled interlaminar region that does not change the interlaminar
thickness vs. the baseline. The as-grown A-CNTs are 20

m in height and at 1 vol%,

span the interlaminar region after manufacturing with no voids and interdigitate with
the first row of ply microfibers ~5 m [87]. Furthermore, the investigation of the crack
surfaces via optical and scanning electron microscopy and X-ray RCT reveal that in
both Mode I and II, the addition of the A-CNTs reinforces the interlaminar region
to such an extent that it forces the crack completely into the intralaminar region
so that the crack propagates parallel to the interlaminar region as an "intralaminar
delamination" which we refer to as "Mode I intralaminar toughness" which is similar
to intralaminar toughness in Mode I measured by others using a compact tension
specimen configuration where the crack plane is along the microfibers and in the
laminate thickness direction. To the author's knowledge, such an interlaminar crack
bifurcation with propagation as a Mode I crack has not been achieved previously, i.e.,
toughness enhancement is noted for various interlaminar reinforcement schemes such
as microparticle toughening, but the crack still propagates within the interlaminar
region in contrast to the bifurcation to the intralaminar region observed here. Modeling suggests that the nanostitch is at least 10% tougher than the baseline in Mode I
to cause crack growth away from the interlaminar region of the midplane in the laminates. This before unobserved crack bifurcation behavior should be supplemented
by future studies of the fatigue behavior of the same geometry under Mode I and
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Mode II loading. Furthermore, because the crack is now driven into the intralaminar
region, future work should also include strategies to reinforce the intralaminar region
as well, such as rubber [190, 191], nanoparticle toughening of the matrix [2, 192],
and growing A-CNTs directly on microfibers [70, 100, 193-195], towards the goal of
interlaminar and intralaminar reinforcement of laminated composites. In the next
chapter, the first-ever in situ study of the progressive 3D damage states of such novel
nanostitched composites is presented.
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Chapter 6

In Situ Damage Progression in
Nanostitched Notched Laminates
Subjected to Tension
In this chapter, the first-ever 4D study of the damage initiation and evolution in
nanoreinforced aerospace-grade carbon microfiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) composites leveraging in situ synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT) is
presented. This work contributes to the establishment of qualitative and quantitative
relations between composite damage micromechanisms and macroscopic performance
representative of real-world operating conditions.

6.1

Background and Motivation

The failure modes of CFRPs, both conventional and nanoreinforced, are not only
complex with multiple interacting microscale damage mechanisms that evolve with
time, but are also oftentimes 3D in nature. As a result, traditional composite imaging techniques, such as the 2D methods like optical and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) used in the aforementioned nanostitch studies (Chapters 4 and 5) provide
incomplete understanding. Even the state-of-the-art 3D lab-based micro-computed
tomography (kCT) instruments are incapable of capturing the damage states during
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loading due to its post mortem nature. Such insufficient mechanistic understanding
of composite failure inhibits methodical improvement of reinforcement technologies,
as well as limits predictive modeling capabilities. Very recently, pioneering composite
lifetime imaging relative to traditional 2D post mortem inspections, seminal studies
based on in situ SRCT revealed unprecedented understanding of the 3D failure mechanisms of laminated CFRP composites by correlating the high-resolution imaging and
mechanical testing [6, 111, 188, 196]. SRCT enables non-destructive 3D visualization
and quantification of the material interior with sub-micron pixel size, enabling constituent morphology, manufacturing quality, and damage mechanisms to be clearly
elucidated and mapped virtually in real time (so-called "4D"). The purpose of this
chapter is to apply this already powerful technique to the nanostitched composites,
which are the central focus of this thesis, to elucidate the multiscale strengthening
and toughening mechanisms enabled by this unique architecture.

6.2

Methods for In-Plane Double Edge-Notched
Tension (DENT) Strength Evaluation

In the following sections, experimental methods describing specimen preparation,
mechanical testing, and in situ SRCT notch visualization are presented.

A finite

element method-based progressive damage prediction model is also presented. The
double edge-notched tension (DENT) specimen geometry has been used in prior in
situ SRCT studies [6, 111] and is adopted here. The DENT specimen concentrates
stress between the notches and focuses damage into a relatively small field of view
that the SRCT needs for imaging.

6.2.1

Specimen Fabrication

The baseline and nanostitched laminates were fabricated in the same procedure as
described in Chapter 4. The only difference here is that we employed an 8-ply quasiisotropic (QI) layup with the following stacking sequences: [0/90/+45/-45],(7 inter108

faces) vs. the 16-ply QI layup in Chapter 4. Consistent with Chapter 4, the A-CNT
forest alignment was maintained after transfer, and the overall laminate thickness did
not increase appreciably with the addition of A-CNT forests. The baseline laminates
have a thickness of 1.04±0.01 mm, and the nanostitched laminates have a thickness of
1.04±0.01 mm (no statically significant difference). Following laminate fabrication,
and based on prior work [196], DENT specimens featuring two 1-mm radius edge
notches that were centered lengthwise along the specimen were machined from the
laminates using a high-precision waterjet (Omax). Aluminum tabs were bonded to
both specimen ends in order to facilitate load transfer from the screw-tightened grips
of the in situ mechanical loading apparatus (Deben). Figure 6-1 depicts the DENT
specimen geometry. Note that no polishing treatment was applied to the machined
specimens.
uminum Tab

r=1mm

Figure 6-1: Double edge-notched tension (DENT) specimen configuration with aluminum loading tabs and load direction shown.
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6.2.2

Ex Situ DENT Test

Prior to in situ SRCT testing, ex situ DENT testing was carried out using a Zwick/Roell
Z010 with a 10 kN load cell at the Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies (ISN) at MIT
in order to obtain DENT ultimate tensile strength (UTS) reference values for each
material type, forming the basis for selecting load steps used during in situ testing.
See Figure 6-2 for the experimental setup for ex situ DENT Test.

Figure 6-2: Ex situ DENT test setup.
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6.2.3

In Situ DENT Test Using SRCT

Using beamline ID19 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in
Grenoble, France, in situ DENT uniaxial testing was performed during monotonic
loading by pausing for-7

min at load steps of 0% (unloaded), 70%, 80%, and 90% of

the baseline DENT UTS in order to perform a SRCT scan of one of the two notched
regions in each specimen. The experimental setup for in situ DENT tests is presented
in Figure 6-3, and a typical DENT load-displacement curve with marked load steps
at which scans were performed is exhibited in Figure 6-4. High-resolution SRCT
scans and scan reconstructions were performed using the following parameters: 20
keV energy X-ray beam, 50 ms exposure time, 2996 radiographic projections over
180 degree range, 0.65

m isotropic voxel size, and 1.6 mmx1.6 mmx1.4 mm field

of view, located approximately at the center of one of the two notches, as shown in
Figure 6-6.
Analysis and segmentation of the 3D reconstructed scan volumes were performed
using Avizo (FEI) commercial software. A 3D region-growing algorithm in Avizo was
used to segment matrix damage featuring gray values falling within a user-specified
gray value range (damage appears much darker than composite constituents). Specifically, as a repeated process, voxels belonging to user-identified damage regions were
manually selected, and then the region-growing algorithm would automatically choose
adjacent voxels possessing gray values also in the user-specified gray value range corresponding to damage. Damage existing in regions greater than-50

m away from the

notch edge was analyzed in order to achieve accurate and consistent region-growing
results, given the inherent imaging artifacts present near the notch edge. This process was considered complete when approximately all user-identified damage was segmented within each volumetric dataset. For consistency, the same gray value range
corresponding to damage was standardized across all SRCT volume images featuring
the same microfiber/matrix constituent materials.
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Figure 6-3: In situ DENT test setup using synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT).
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Figure 6-4: Illustrative load-displacement curve for in situ DENT testing, showing
SRCT scan points of 0%, 70%, 80%, and 90% of baseline ultimate tensile strength
(UTS).
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6.2.4

Damage Progression Prediction Model

Simulation of the DENT test was performed to better understand reinforcement of
the laminate interfaces with A-CNTs'. Progressive damage simulation in composite
laminates should capture both intralaminar (matrix cracking and microfiber fracture)
and interlaminar (here, delamination) damage. This damage modeling follows that
for the short-beam shear specimens in Chapter 4. Intralaminar damage was simulated
using the continuum damage model proposed by Maimi et al. [141, 1421. and delamination was simulated using embedded cohesive surfaces in ABAQUS [146]. The
laminate was simulated using one user-defined material C3D8r finite element per ply,
which was used to simulate intralaminar damage, and the plies were connected using
cohesive surfaces. A structured mesh where the edges of the elements follow the microfiber direction of 0.22 mmx0.22 mmx.125 mm was used so that matrix damage
and microfiber splitting could be properly captured. The lower end of the laminate
was clamped, and uniform tension was applied to the upper end of the laminate. The
ply properties used in this work to simulate the AS4/8552 are presented in Table 4.1
in Chapter 4. The nanostitched interfaces were represented as an increase of 15%
[28] in Mode I and Mode II fracture toughness of the cohesive surfaces, and the cohesive stresses are calculated using the engineering solutions proposed by Turon and
co-authors [147, 148]. The model was implemented in ABAQUS version 6.11. Note
that this part of the work is done in collaboration with University of Porto, Portugal,
and is largely carried out by Carolina Furtado in Professor Pedro Camanho's group.
The modeling results are included in this thesis to supplement the understanding of
the experimental results.

6.3

Results and Discussion

In this section, the baseline and nanostitched laminate DENT UTS values, 4D damage progression visualization and quantification associated with DENT loading, and
modeling findings are presented.
'In collaboration with Carolina Furtado at University of Porto, Portugal
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6.3.1

Experimental Results for Ex Situ DENT Test

Ex situ DENT testing was performed prior to in situ SRCT tests for calibration purposes in order to obtain the reference loads used in the in situ tests. Representative
force-displacement curves for baseline and nanostitch specimens from DENT tests
are shown in Figure 6-5 and the DENT UTS results are presented in Table 6.1. The
nanostitched laminate exhibited an ~8% statistically improvement vs. the baseline
laminate. Note that this is in contrast to the 0% short-beam shear strength improvement seen in Chapter 4. In order to understand mechanistically the reasons for
positive nanostitch effects, SRCT was introduced to enable 4D in situ mechanical
testing, which allowed non-destructive high-resolution visualization over very short
time frames of the damage state during loading.
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Figure 6-5: Ex situ DENT test results: representative force-displacement curves for
baseline and nanostitched specimens.
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Table 6.1: Summary of ultimate tensile strength of double edge-notched tension test.
Laminate
Configuration
Baseline
Nanostitched

6.3.2

DENT Ultimate
Strength [MPa]
313.5i7.8
339.8t9.0

+8.4%

Experimental Results for In Situ DENT Test

To construct 3D representations of damage progression, damage micromechanisms
were first manually segmented in 2D cross-sections of the specimen notches using
Avizo commercial software, as shown in Figure 6-6 for unloaded (0% UTS) and highly
loaded (90% UTS) nanostitched specimens. Baseline specimens display very similar
damage states and thus are not shown here. Note that the same cross-section is
shown at 0% and 90% UTS. The scan volume consists of only one of two notches
shown in Figure 6-1, since both notches are expected to exhibit similar mechanical
behavior due to specimen and loading symmetries. Due to waterjet cutting without
subsequent polishing, appreciable manufacturing defects were introduced in specimens
even prior to loading (see Figure 6-6 left). However, it is important to note that the
manufacturing defects were not found to have any general effects on the captured
damage progression or the near-final damage patterns (90% UTS), as will be discussed
later. The dominant damage mechanisms were identified as matrix damage and were
colored according to their host-ply classification: 0 degree ply (blue), ±45 degree ply
(yellow), and 90 degree ply (red). In addition, microfiber breaks were absent in the
sample cross-sections below at the relatively high load of 90% UTS; more generally,
though nonzero, such fibrous damage was far less present throughout the scan volume
and thus was not segmented. We also note here that the nanostitch is not observable
via SRCT due to elemental and mass density similarities between the CNTs and
epoxy, which yield similar X-ray attenuation properties at 20 keV X-ray energy.
3D inspections of the damage state in the notched regions at various load steps
during DENT loading of baseline and nanostitched laminates were enabled by Avizo
commercial software segmentation of reconstructed SRCT datasets consisting of gray
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Figure 6-6: SRCT cross-section comparison of nanostitched specimens in the notched
region as manufactured (left), and typical damage mechanics at 90% UTS (right). The
notch edge is to the right in all images. Baseline laminates exhibit similar damage
patterns.

values that correspond to the X-ray attenuation at any given point in the scan volume
(Figure 6-7).

All segmented damage mechanisms were colored according to their

host-ply classification, the same way as in Figure 6-6. Relatively small, sub-critical
interlaminar delaminations originating at the notch edge from manufacturing defects
(see Figure 6-6) were segmented as matrix cracks associated with the ply into which
they propagated. Considering now the full test envelope of specimens and volumetric
damage states appearing in Figure 6-7, we summarize that the dominant damage
micromechanisms consisted of matrix cracks (generally through the thickness of the
ply) and microfiber/matrix interfacial debonds, which were classified together due to
their inherent connectedness within a single matrix damage instance. Regarding the
nanostitch effects on damage progression in both baseline and nanostitched laminates,
similar trends in progressive damage type and extent within the notch vicinity were
observed. This is likely attributed to the general lack of observed delaminations, which
the nanostitch are expected to suppress, at the load steps considered (at or below 90%
UTS). Finite element modeling later reveals that only at loads very close to 100%
UTS do delaminations appear with considerable extent. However, this experiment
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did not capture such damage states closer to failure due to the synchrotron beamtime
constraint. Follow-up experiments at loads between 90% and 100% UTS are necessary
to supplement the current experimental damage maps up to 90% UTS to explain the
~8% strength increase in nanostitched laminates.
Quantitatively, the damage state at each load step was measured by computing
the matrix damage 3D surface area, which is readily available in Avizo following
user segmentation of the volumetric dataset. As shown in Figure 6-8, the damage
development is similar between the baseline and nanostitched specimens, consistent
with the qualitative assessment of Figure 6-7. It should be noted that Figures 6-6
to 6-8 correspond to only one specimen of each laminate configuration due to the
amount of time (-10 hours/load step) required to process each volumetric dataset.
Segmentation of additional specimens of each type (not shown here) also supports
these observations.
In summary, both qualitatively and quantitatively, baseline and nanostitched laminates display similar progressive damage states with very little extent of interlaminar
delaminations up to 90% UTS, which is the highest load level achieved in this experiment before ultimate failure. However, ex situ scans of postmortem specimens
(both baseline and nanostitched), reveal a large extent of interlaminar delaminations,
as depicted in Figure 6-9, and thus it is likely that delaminations, which nanostitch
is known to suppress, occur between 90% UTS and ultimate failure but were not
captured in this experiment. Therefore, follow-up modeling in the next section at
near-failure loads is necessary to supplement the experimental damage tomographies
observed up to 90% UTS in order to explain the difference in nanostitch effects on
DENT UTS trends between baseline and nanostitched laminates.
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Figure 6-7: In situ representative SRCT visualization of 3D matrix damage progression in baseline (left) and nanostitched (right) laminates. Here, matrix damage
primarily includes transverse cracks and microfiber/matrix interfacial debonds. Matrix damage is colored according to its host ply: blue in 0 degree plies, yellow in 45
degree plies, and red in 90 degree plies.
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Figure 6-8: Quantification of matrix damage 3D surface area as a function of load for
baseline and nanostitched DENT specimens as a function of load.

Figure 6-9: Post mortem damage inspections: a 2D cross-section of a failed baseline
DENT sample revealing that interlaminar delaminations occurred during failure process, but were not captured in the load steps (up to 90% UTS) imaged during in situ
SRCT.
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6.3.3

Modeling Results for DENT Test

Damage progression modeling based on the finite element method described in Section 6.2.4 was performed to link the experimental damage state observed via SRCT
up to 90% baseline UTS to failure trends predicted via modeling, as well as to provide insights for damage states beyond 90% UTS. The model considered intralaminar
damage consisting of matrix cracks and microfiber breaks and interlaminar damage
consisting of delaminations. As is clearly shown in the comparison between Figures 67 and 6-10, although the model assumes no composite damage exists prior to loading,
i.e., manufacturing damage is negligible, the model aligns well with experimental
SRCT observations of damage state for DENT loads up to 90% baseline UTS.
Further, the model enables the prediction of the progressive damage states at loads
greater than 90% baseline UTS. As shown in Figure 6-11, although very few delaminations were present up to 90% UTS in both baseline and nanostitched laminates, a
significant amount of interlaminar delaminations emerged near failure (between 95%
and 100% UTS) that cover the full width between notch edges in baseline laminates.
In contrast, in nanostitched laminates, those delaminations are suppressed and constrained nearer to the notch edges.

Thus, the model suggests that nanostitching

suppresses significant delamination formation above 90% UTS, which explains the
observed ~8% increase in DENT UTS.
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Figure 6-10: Finite element damage progression simulation results: representation of
damage states at 70%, 80%, and 90% UTS. Damage is represented by a set of scalar
variables, which can take values from 0 (i.e., no damage) to 1 (i.e., completely damaged crack) and are colored when their associated damage variables are greater than
0.9. Note that damage represented is integrated through the entire laminate thickness. Gray represents intralaminar damage comprised of matrix transverse cracks
and fiber breaks (for clarity, damage is not colored according to ply here) and green
represents interlaminar delaminations. Darker color represents a larger mode (delamination vs. matrix damage). The model assumes no composite damage exists prior
to loading, i.e., manufacturing defects are not modeled.
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Figure 6-11: Finite element damage progression simulation results: representation
of damage states at 95%, 97%, 98%, and 100% UTS. Baseline laminates show large
amounts of interlaminar delaminations near failure, whereas in nanostitched laminates, those delaminations are suppressed and constrained to the notch edges.
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6.4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, baseline and nanostitched DENT specimens were subjected to uniaxial tensile loading and scanned at high resolution using in situ SRCT at various load
steps to non-destructively reveal their complex 3D damage states. 3D visualization
and segmentation software was used to classify dominant damage micromechanisms,
which were identified as matrix cracking and microfiber/matrix interfacial debonding for this particular stacking sequence. Qualitative and quantitative analyses of
3D damage states at the notch region were employed to discern the effects of A-CNT
reinforcement. This study finds that nanostitch successfully increases DENT UTS despite the presence of similar damage extent up to 90% baseline UTS. Complementary
damage progression modeling suggests that nanostitch effectively suppresses delaminations at load steps greater than 90% baseline UTS. Ultimately, as a promising
state-of-the-art technology, in situ mechanical testing via SRCT enables improved
mechanistic understanding of poorly understood damage micromechanisms and their
progression in advanced composite materials, which are widely used in the aerospace
industry to improve system performance and safety, as well as in emerging hierarchical
nanoengineered composite materials with complex 3D failure. Future work will focus
on in situ SRCT of specimens with polished notches to minimize artificially induced
manufacturing damage, acquisitions of load steps beyond 90% UTS, and alternative
layups, such as a cross-ply layup that more strongly promotes interlaminar damage
and invokes nanostitch effects. In the next chapter, a newer version of nanostitch
which harnesses the buckling instability of A-CNT forests is presented.
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Chapter 7

"Nanostitch 2.0": Next-Generation
Interlaminar Reinforcement
Enabled by Buckling of Patterned
Aligned Carbon Nanotubes

(A-CNTs)

In previous chapters, the nanostitched composites utilized vertically aligned carbon
nanotubes (A-CNTs) of -1% volume fraction and have already demonstrated superior mechanical performance including prolonged fatigue life (Chapter 4), crack bifurcation (Chapter 5), and increased in-plane strength (Chapter 6) over conventional
carbon microfiber reinforced plastics (CFRPs). In this chapter, a novel method to
increase the CNT loading in nanostitched composites by harnessing microinstabilities
in A-CNT forests is presented. Moreover, this method introduces additional levels
of structural hierarchy which are found to further enhance the laminate mechanical
strength compared to the nanostitched composites.
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7.1

Background and Motivation

Both natural and engineered composites, whose combined properties often exceed
the sum of their individual constituents, are used in a variety of applications, including aerospace [5, 13, 14], transportation [15, 16], and energy storage and conversion
[17-19]. The advantageous properties of composite materials can be further amplified by the ability to hierarchically design composites down to the smallest scale
[5].

The benefits of structural hierarchy have long been demonstrated by natural

materials [20].

Conch shells, for example, have a three-tier hierarchical lamellar

structure, which allows them to simultaneously possess high strength and toughness, protecting them from predators [197, 198]. Modern fabrication breakthroughs,
especially additive manufacturing including 3D printing, have enabled the creation
of synthetic hierarchical composites, primarily at micron scale resolution [199-201].
Nevertheless, composite materials made by 3D printing still suffer from a number
of limitations, including the difficulty to scale-up, relatively low precision, and a
limited palette of available materials, particularly high-performance structural materials [199, 202]. Alternatively, incorporating low-dimensional nanomaterials with
high surface-to-volume-fraction and exemplary intrinsic properties [50, 51, 203, 204],
such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, and their various forms, into existing
large-scale composite materials is another means to manipulate material components
at the nanoscale, with CNT-reinforced advanced composites being a prime example
[72, 101, 205, 206]. This dissertation has been focused on one particular promising
CNT-reinforced hierarchical composites: nanostitched composites.
In parallel with these developments, researchers have found experimentally that
A-CNTs collectively form a unique wavelike folded buckling shape under compression
(see Figure 7-1) [207-210].

There have been numerous successful stories of trans-

forming instabilities, traditionally regarded as an engineering failure mode, into novel
functionalities [211-217]. However, to the author's knowledge, no researchers have
attempted to exploit the microscale instabilities of A-CNTs.

It has been demon-

strated both theoretically and numerically that a wavy fiber dissipates substantially
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more energy when being pulled out from a matrix compared to its straight counterpart, which directly translates to the effective fracture toughness of the composite
materials [218, 219]. Additionally, the collectively buckled A-CNTs are essentially
densified CNTs while maintaining their alignment, a key factor for higher CNT loading for greater reinforcement in the CNT-reinforced composites [129]. Inspired by the
unique buckling shape of A-CNTs and the potential of hierarchical nanoengineered
composites, in the remainder of this chapter, we exploit the mechanical instabilities
of A-CNTs to design and create a novel hierarchical nanoengineered composite with
enhanced mechanical performance.

ind4enter Head
A-CNTS

Buckles

Figure 7-1: Sequential scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of an aligned carbon nanotube (A-CNT) forest forming wavelike folded buckling shapes under compression (in the vertical direction in the images) [12].

7.2

Manufacturing of Buckled Nanostitched Composites

In this section, the manufacturing of buckled nanostitched laminates, including patterned growth of A-CNTs, buckling of A-CNTs, and specimen fabrication is presented.

7.2.1

Patterned Growth of A-CNTs

Prior studies have shown that only A-CNT columns with aspect ratios (defined as the
ratio between the height of the A-CNT column and its characteristic length of its cross
section) ranging from 0.6 to 2.7 [208, 220], form the desired wavelike folded buckling
shapes when instability occurs. To meet the critical aspect ratio, we micropatterned
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the silicon (Si) wafer with a Fe/Al 2 03 catalyst film to form arrays of 50

m squares

with 2 m gaps (see Figure 7-2). In brief, theSi0 2-coated (500 nm) Si wafer substrate
was dehydrated on a hotplate at 115 °C for 15 min and cooled. The substrate was
spin-coated with Shipley 1805 positive photoresist (Microposit, The Dow Chemical
Company) at a final speed of 4000 rpm for 60 seconds and immediately soft baked
at 115 °C for 90 seconds. A positive photomask (Advanced Reproduction Corp was
placed on the substrate and exposed to UV (h-line, 405 nm wavelength) with a dose of
40 mJ/cm 2 . The exposed substrate was developed in a CD-26 (Microposit, The Dow
Chemical Company) photoresist developer for a few minutes while swirling, rinsed
with de-ionized water and blow dried with N 2 (Figure 7-2a-c). The catalyst layer
(1/10 nm of Fe/A1 2 0 3 )was deposited by e-beam evaporation at a base pressure under
2x10-6 Torr (Figure 7-2d and e). The lift-off process was performed by immersing the
patterned wafers in acetone and sonicating for over 30 min, rinsed with isopropanol,
and blow dried with N 2 (Figure 7-2f).

(c)

(b)

(a)

KUght

UV
Photomask

(d)
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Fe/A1 20 3

(f)

50 pm

2

Figure 7-2: Patterning of the Si0 2-coated silicon (Si) wafer: (a) The Si/Si02 substrate was spin-coated with a positive photoresist polymer (orange) followed by the
placement of a positive photomask (green) on top. (b) The assembly was then exposed to UV light which breaks down the long polymer chains in the photoresist.
(c and d) The weakened photoresist was removed by a photoresist developer. (e)
A catalyst layer (1/10 nm of Fe/A 2 0 3 ) was deposited by e-beam evaporation. (f)
Removing the residual photoresist resulted in the desired patterned catalyst layer.
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7.2.2

Buckling of A-CNTs

After the Si wafer was patterned with catalyst, A-CNTs were grown in a 1" diameter
quartz tube furnace at atmospheric pressure via a thermal catalytic chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) process, similar to the processes described in previous chapters. 2
cm x 4 cm wafer pieces coated with catalyst were placed in the quartz tube reactor and
pretreated at 680 °C for 15 min in a reducing atmosphere (H 2 /He) to condition the
catalyst, after which they were subjected to a reactant mixture (H 2 /He/H 20/C 2 H 4 ).
To avoid the A-CNTs detaching from the growth substrate during compression, a
cementation/thermal annealing step (20 min of He at 725 °C) was added directly
after the CNT growth [221]. Two different heights of A-CNTs were synthesized, 40
m and 80

m, yielding aspect ratios of 0.8 and 1.6, which satisfied the critical

aspect ratio of 0.6 - 2.7 mentioned in Section 7.2.1. The A-CNT columns have a
highly aligned nanostructure with an areal density of ~1.6 vol%. Each CNT has
an outer diameter of ~8 nm, giving an inter-CNT spacing of-60

nm [131]. After

synthesis, the A-CNTs were treated with plasma (Harrick Plasma) to remove the
non-aligned carbon nanostructures at the top of them (see Figure 7-3), because it
has been reported that the non-aligned top promotes the A-CNTs' adhesion to other
surfaces [222].

Plasma
Etching

Non-aligned Top
("Carbon Crust")
Grot

.a -h

W

Figure 7-3: Schematic of the A-CNT morphology before and after plasma treatment.
The plasma treatment was necessary to remove the non-aligned carbon nanostructures generated during the base-growth A-CNT synthesis process, which promotes
the undesirable adhesion between the A-CNTs and the compression surface.
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The plasma-treated, patterned arrays of A-CNT columns were then compressed
using the smooth surface of another clean Si wafer (Figure 7-4a). All A-CNT columns
remained on the growth wafer after compression owing to the cementation step during
growth and the plasma etching of the top surface post-growth. The patterned array of
A-CNT columns buckled and formed the desired wavelike folded buckling shapes, as
is evidenced by the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images in Figures 7-4b and c.
The heights of the 40 tm and 80

m-tall A-CNTs were reduced to

20

m and-50

Rm, respectively. However, it will be noted in the next section that the final buckled
A-CNT height inside the laminate is -5

jtm due to the autoclave pressure from curing

the laminate. As discussed in Section 7.1, the buckled A-CNT columns are not only a
form of densified nanoscale reinforcement with beneficial aligned nanostructures, but
also their microscale wavy morphology is expected to lead to enhancement in both
composite strength and toughness.

7.2.3

Specimen Fabrication

The buckled A-CNT columns were then integrated into aerospace-grade laminated
CFRP composites (unidirectional prepreg AS4/8552, Hexcel) as in prior chapters
by manually transferring them to the interlaminar region between the plies during
laminate assembly, following the same procedure described in Chapter 4 that created
the nanostitch architecture. The laminates were then cured in an autoclave at the
Advanced Technology and Academic Center (ATAC) at the Great Bay Community
College, following the manufacturer specifications, and as outlined in Chapter 4. Two
types of laminates, short-beam shear (SBS) and double-edge notched tension (DENT),
were manufactured. The SBS laminate is a 16-ply quasi-isotropic layup ([0/90/+45/45]2s) and the DENT laminate is an 8-ply quasi-isotropic layup ([0/90/+45/-45]s).
The patterned and buckled A-CNTs were placed at all ply interfaces.

Once both

laminates were cured, the SBS laminates were trimmed into 12 mmx4 mm coupons
using a diamond band saw for SBS testing (following the procedure in Chapter 4), and
DENT laminates were cut into 36 mm x4 mm coupons with 1 mm-radius notches on
both edges using a waterjet for DENT testing (following the procedure in Chapter 6).
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It is important to point out that the original nanostitch architecture (Chapters 4
through 6) utilizes 20 Rm-tall as-grown A-CNTs. This height was carefully chosen to
maximize the reinforcement effect while preserving the laminate interlaminar thickness [132]. The 20 Rm-tall A-CNTs were reduced to -5

tm in the final composite,

attributed mostly to the 7 bar pressure during the curing process. However, those ACNTs were compressed and also likely crushed at places locally (vs. the coordinated
buckling shapes in Figure 7-4), comprising their effectiveness. In this work, we chose
to synthesize 40 vm-tall and 80 [m-tall forests in order to double and quadruple the
achievable CNT volume fraction. Moreover, their wavelike folded buckling shapes also
prevent them from being crushed, i.e., they are still compressed further down to -5
tm by the autoclave pressure, but the wavelike buckles and the alignment are maintained, as will be discussed further in the following sections. To be consistent with
the terminologies, herein, the CFRP composite without any A-CNT reinforcement is
referred to as "Baseline", and the CRFP composite with 20

m-tall non-buckled and

non-patterned A-CNT reinforcement, i.e., the original nanostitch concept, is referred
to as "NS". The new hierarchical composites developed in this chapter with added
levels of hierarchy, i.e, the buckled and patterned A-CNT-reinforced CFRP composite, is termed "buckled nanostitch (BNS)", "nanostitch 2.0", or "zed-nanopins"
[223]. We use "BNS-2X" to denote the composite with buckled A-CNTs of 40 Lm
as-grown height, and "BNS-4X" to denote the composite with buckled A-CNTs of
80

m as-grown height. A summary of the different composite types are provided

in Table 7.1, along with an illustration of the three different types of as-grown ACNTs used for fabricating the hierarchical composites in Figure 7-5. The comparison
between the Baseline and NS composites has been extensively discussed in previous
chapters; therefore the focus of this chapter is the additional reinforcement effects
from the patterned and buckling-densified A-CNTs, such as their wavy morphology
and increased volume fraction.
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(a)
Buckled Vertically Aligned
Carbon Nanotube Arrays

Ik

-7

(c)

Figure 7-4: Buckling of patterned arrays of A-CNT columns. (a) Illustration of the
formation of the unique wavelike folded buckling shapes of A-CNT columns through
compression. (b) and (c) SEM images of (left) A-CNTs before buckling showing
aligned nanostructures and (right) those after buckling showing the wavelike folded
shapes. The A-CNTs were also effectively densified during the buckling process.
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Table 7.1: Composite types and descriptions.
As-grown

Composite

A-CNT

Type

Description

Baseline

Unmodified carbon microfiber

No A-CNT

NS

CRFP with bulk and non-buckled

20pm

BNS-2X
BNS-4X

CRFP with patterned and buckled
A-CNT reinforcement

Height

Type_
reinforced plastics (CFRP)

A-CNT reinforcement

40 pm
80 ~m

BNS-4X

BNS-2X

Side View VCN

Top View

NS0

20 Jm

I

Eu0

50 pm

me

-2 pm

2 pm

50 pm

Figure 7-5: Different types of as-grown A-CNTs used for fabricating NS, BNS-2X, and
BNS-4X composites. The definition of the terminologies can be found in Table 7.1
and associate discussion.
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7.3

Characterization of Buckled Nanostitched Composites

The interlaminar morphology of the Baseline, NS, and BNS laminates is characterized
via SEM, and the laminate mechanical performance is evaluated via ex situ SBS and
DENT tests.

7.3.1

Interlaminar Morphology Characterization

SEM images of the composite cross-sections were taken to characterize the nanostitched interlaminar region and are presented in Figure 7-6, demonstrating the underlying morphology and volume fraction differences among the Baseline, NS, and
BNS composites. As shown in Figure 7-6b (left), the desired wavelike folded buckling
shapes of the A-CNTs were maintained after they were introduced into the laminate
interlaminar region and underwent the laminate curing process (7 bar of pressure,
180 °C), which is important to facilitate full infiltration of the resin. An SEM image
with higher magnification showing the buckles more clearly is provided in Figure 7-7.
Furthermore, it was observed that the final gap size was either reduced or increased,
as shown in Figure 7-8, despite being designed as 2

m originally, which is attributed

to manufacturing variability. The reduced gap not only results in a larger area covered by CNTs, but also the buckles between the neighboring A-CNT columns could
potentially interlock and lead to synergistic reinforcement effects. On the other hand,
larger gap sizes will allow more microfibers get inside the gap, increasing the extent
of microfiber bridging, an effect which is also linked with macroscopic composite
strength and toughness enhancement. Additionally, some studies have shown that
heterogeneity in the interface is advantageous [224-226]. Therefore, the gap size between the patterned A-CNT columns could be an interesting design parameter to
tailor in the future work.
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Figure 7-6: Hierarchical nanoengineered composites. (a) Illustration of the nanostitch
hierarchical architecture. (b) SEM images and illustrations of the cross sections of
the (top row) nanostitched (NS) composites with non-patterned (or bulk) and nonbuckled (or straight) A-CNTs, (middle row) buckled nanostitched composites with
patterned and buckling-densified 40 m-tall as grown A-CNTs at their ply interfaces
(BNS-2X), and (bottom row) buckled nanostitched composites with patterned and
buckling-densified 80 m-tall as grown A-CNTs at their ply interfaces (BNS-4X).
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Figure 7-7: High magnification SEM image of the interlaminar region of BNS-2X
laminates showing the desirable wavelike folded buckling shapes.

Figure 7-8:SEMimagesshowing (a)a regionwithaclosedgapand(b)aregionwith
anopenedgapafterthepatterned and buckledACNTcolumnswereintegratedinto
the compositelaminate inaBNS-2X composite.
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7.3.2

Mechanical Performance

To investigate the mechanical performance of the new hierarchical composites, SBS
testing was performed using a Zwick/Roell Z010 mechanical tester with a 10 kN
load cell, following ASTM Standard D2344 [125]. In addition, DENT testing was
performed using a Deben microtest CT5000 with a 5 kN load cell, following our prior
work [54].
Experimental Results for SBS
The SBS test is a common composite strength test that reveals the weak attributes of
laminated composites, namely the susceptibility to delamination due to the polymerrich interlaminar region, a longstanding "Achilles heel" of structural composites [29,
227]. The SBS strength derived from such test reflects the interlaminar shear strength
(ILSS) of the ply interfaces. Representative load-deflection curves are presented in
Figure 7-9 for all four types of hierarchical composites.

The area underneath the

load-deflection curve represents the amount of elastic energy stored in the specimen
before ultimate failure. All specimens exhibited brittle failure via the load criterion
(a load drop of 30%), rather than 2-piece specimen failure or the deflection criteria
(see Section 4.2.1 in Chapter 4). However, the area underneath the curves clearly
reveals that the BNS architectures are able to store a significant amount of more
energy (>40%) before final failure, compared to both Baseline and NS composites.
The maximum load P. on the load-deflection curve is then used to compute the
SBS strength, o-SBS of the composites using Equation 4.1 in Chapter 4.
The SBS strength results are summarized in Figure 7-10, where both versions of
BNS composites are shown to have a noticeable increase over Baseline. In particular,
the BNS-2X composite has a ~7% increase over Baseline, and the BNS-4X composite
has a -3%

increase over Baseline, both of which are statistically significant. As

discussed in Chapter 4, NS composites has no measured increase in SBS strength.
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Figure 7-9: Representative short-beam shear (SBS) loading curves for Baseline, NS.
BNS-2X, and BNS-4X composites. Both BNS composites store ~40% more elastic
energy before ultimate failure than the Baseline laminate.
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Figure 7-10: SBS strength results for all four types of composites. The BNS-2X
composites has a ~7% increase over the Baseline, and the BNS-4X composites has a
~3% increase over the Baseline, both of which are statistically significant.
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To explore the origins of SBS strength improvements of the BNS composites, 3D
micro-computed tomography ( CT) scans were taken of the entire post mortem SBS
specimens using a lab-based high resolution 3D X-ray microscope (Zeiss Xradia 620
Versa) via its embedded vertical stitch function.
source voltage of 80 kV with a pixel size of 2.0

The samples were scanned at a
m. 2401 projections were collected

for the reconstruction. Segmentation and analysis of the 3D volumes were performed
using Avizo (FEI) commercial software version 9.4 and ImageJ (Fiji) [159, 160]. Note
that both versions of BNS composites (i.e., BNS-2X and BNS-4X) exhibit similar
damage mechanisms, so only the damage states of BNS-2X composites is presented
throughout the remainder of this chapter. As shown in Figures 7-11 and 7-12, the
3D reconstructed volumes and their corresponding representative slices highlight distinctive differences of the failure modes between Baseline and BNS specimens. In the
Baseline post mortem specimen, multiple long, straight, and clean interlaminar cracks
are clearly present, whereas the BNS specimen exhibits a much more diffusive crack
pattern, with extensive intralaminar matrix cracking in addition to smaller interlaminar cracks. The diffusive crack pattern suggests that the buckled A-CNT-reinforced
specimen has a stronger and tougher ply interface so that it suppresses delamination and shifts some -of the damage from the interlaminar region to the intralaminar
region. Similar observations have been reported in Chapter 4 for the nanostitched
composites (NS composites in this chapter).
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Figure 7-11: 3D X-ray micro-computed tomography volumes of post mortem SBS
specimens. The Baseline specimen shows long, clean, and straight interlaminar cracks,
whereas the BNS-2X specimen shows a mixture of small interlaminar and a relatively
large amount of intralaminar cracks.

Baseline

BNS-2X

Figure 7-12: Representative CT slices of post mortem SBS specimens showing the
same observations as in Figure 7-11.
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To further investigate the multiscale characteristics of the reinforcement mechanisms from the buckled A-CNT columns, SEM analysis was performed on the fractured Baseline and BNS SBS specimens. As shown on the left of Figure 7-13, a long
crack runs through a pure polymer region in between the plies in the Baseline laminates with no detour from its straight path, an expected interlaminar failure behavior
of nonreinforced microfiber/polymer composites. Delamination is the only damage
mode present. In contrast, due to the stronger and tougher buckled A-CNT-reinforced
ply interface, the interlaminar region is no longer the weakest link of the composite
and becomes an unfavorable damage mode. Consequently, damage manifests in the
intralaminar region where no CNTs are present, resulting in a much more diffusive crack pattern (Figure 7-13 right). Moreover, reinforcement mechanisms ranging
from the nanoscale to the mesoscale coexist, including crack arresting/deflecting and
nanofiber bridging/pullout, as shown in Figure 7-14. All these nano- and micro-scale
strengthening and toughening mechanisms contribute to the significant macroscopic
strength increase in the BNS composites.

Baseline

BNS-2X

Figure 7-13: SEM images of post mortem SBS specimens. The Baseline specimen
shows pure cracking of the weak polymer in the interlaminar region, whereas the
BNS composite shows a more diffusive crack pattern.
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Figure 7-14: High magnification SEM images of post mortem BNS-2X SBS specimens revealing multiscale reinforcement mechanisms, including CNT bridging, pullout, crack pinning, bifurcation and deflection, all of which are responsible for the
significant mechanical performance improvement.
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Experimental Results for DENT
In addition to the SBS strength improvement for the BNS composites, DENT testing
is conducted to further evaluate the effectiveness of BNS reinforcement. The DENT
test is another common type of composite substructural test that sets the design
limit for many practical structural applications [6, 7, 111]. For all of the specimens
tested, they again failed in a brittle manner as indicated by the abrupt drop on the
stress-strain curve in Figure 7-15. Note that the DENT tests for Baseline and NS
composites were performed using a Zwick/Roell Z010 mechanical tester and with
tabbing, as shown in Figure 6-2 in Chapter 6. The BNS composites in this chapter
were tested using a Deben microtest CT5000 without tabbing, as mentioned in the
beginning of this section. The difference between the test configurations results in
the different slopes and ultimate failure strains shown in Figure 7-15 between the
Baseline and NS composites (Chapter 6), and the BNS composites (this chapter).
However, it is important to note that the ultimate strength values are not affected
by the different test setups.
The maximum normal stress is taken as the DENT strength, and the results are
summarized in Figure 7-16. Remarkably, the BNS-2X and BNS-4X composites are
found to have a -25%

and -28% increase in the DENT strength over the Baseline

composites, respectively. The significant enhancement in the laminate level in-plane
strength is likely attributed to the increase in the strength and toughness of the
mixed-mode loaded lamina interfaces at the smaller scales derived from the buckled
A-CNTs.
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Figure 7-15: Representative Double edge-notched tension (DENT) stress-strain curves
for Baseline, NS, BNS-2X, and BNS-4X composites.
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Figure 7-16: DENT strength results for all four types of composites. BNS-2X composite has a ~25% increase over the Baseline, and the BNS-4X composite has a ~28%
increase over the Baseline, both of which are statistically significant.
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Following the same procedure to analyze the SBS specimens, post mortem 3D
xCT scans were taken centered on the notch region of the broken DENT specimens.
Figure 7-17 shows two representative

CT slices that are located at the center of the

notch. However, due to the specimen being loaded in tension and the propagation of
stress waves after failure, the post mortem specimens were found to be too damaged
to provide much useful information regarding the effect of the CNTs. Future work will
include collecting 3D data of the internal damage states of DENT specimens before
ultimate failure (e.g., 4D in situ testing [54, 111]) to highlight the influence of the
buckling-densified A-CNTs on the composite in-plane load bearing capability.

Baseline

CT slices of (top) a Baseline and (bottom) a broken
Figure 7-17: Representative
BNS-2X DENT specimen showing post mortem damage.
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7.4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, a novel approach is presented to create a next-generation nanostitched
composite by harnessing the microinstabilities in A-CNT arrays. Multiple levels of
hierarchy are introduced to existing CFRP composites, including nanoscale CNTs,
~1jtm-long A-CNT buckles and -50

im-wide A-CNT columns. Results showed

that such hierarchical architecture can alter the damage modes and leads to a significant increase in substructural strength as compared to the traditional non-reinforced
CFRP composites. Furthermore, this work also demonstrated the ability to exploit
the collective instability of the nanoscale fibers at the microscale, as opposed to most
state-of-the-art work which exploits the instability at a much larger length scale. In
addition, although this work focused on the mechanical performance of hierarchical
nanoengineered CFRP composites, the advantages of hierarchical composites with
nanoscale constituents can be extended further beyond structural applications. Future work will study the thermal and electrical performance of such composites, which
will open up a wide range of possibilities of the next-generation composites that can
be employed in a variety of important applications.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation, a novel nanoengineered hierarchical architecture for advanced
aerospace-grade carbon microfiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) composite reinforcement termed "nanostitch" was refined and implemented, and its effectiveness was
evaluated via various mechanical tests including short-beam shear (SBS), Mode I
and II fracture, and double-edge notched tension (DENT). Furthermore, the multiscale reinforcement mechanisms resulting from interlaminr CNTs were elucidated for
CFRP laminates via a variety of ex situ and in situ inspection techniques including
optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), lab-based micro-computed
tomography ( CT) and in situ synchroton radiation computed tomography (SRCT).
In addition, a novel next-generation high-volume fraction nanostitched composite was
introduced and demonstrated by exploiting the unique buckling behavior displayed
by aligned carbon nanotubes (A-CNTs) under compression. In the remainder of this
chapter, the major contributions of this dissertation are summarized, followed by
recommendations for future work.

8.1

Summary of Thesis Contributions

The major contributions and findings of this dissertation are as follows:
>

Development of a robust, scalable, and controllable manufacturing technique for interlaminar reinforcement of aerospace-grade carbon microfiber
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reinforced plastics (CFRPs) without disturbing the in-plane microfibers:
nanostitched composites
A-CNTs were synthesized via a thermal catalytic chemical vapor deposition process before they were manually placed into the interlaminar regions between adjacent
plies in aerospace-grade unidirectional (UD) CFRP composite laminates, creating
a novel hierarchical advanced composite termed a "nanostitched composite". Such
a hierarchical composite system has clear advantages over the composites reinforced
with conventional methods such as z-pinning, 3D weaving, and interlayer-toughening,
which either cause damage to in-plane microfibers or induce thick interlaminar regions
without microfiber reinforcement, leading to significant degradation in laminate inplane properties. By contrast, the system developed in this thesis has a very well
characterized and controlled interlaminar region that does not change the interlaminar thickness vs. the baseline. The as-grown A-CNTs are 20

m in height, 1 vol.%,

span the interlaminar region with no voids, and interdigitate across microfibers less
than one microfiber diameter after consolidation of the CFRP laminate. Further, the
manufacturing technique utilizes prepreg processing which is highly repeatable (one
of its clear industrial advantages) and may be readily implemented in existing laminate production lines. Additionally, such a morphologically controlled system allows
for tunability and greater insight, as modeling can be easily undertaken.
> Demonstration of superior mechanical characteristics of nanostitched
composites
The nanostitched composites developed in this dissertation have demonstrated
superior mechanical characteristics in a variety of mechanical tests including: 3x increase in SBS high-cycle fatigue life, forcing an interlaminar crack into the intralaminar region under Mode I and II fracture, and an 8% increase in DENT strength, owing
to the multiscale strengthening and toughening mechanisms enabled by A-CNTs.
> Insights into the nano- to microscale reinforcement mechanisms due to
aligned carbon nanotubes (A-CNTs)
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The multiscale reinforcement mechanisms induced by the A-CNTs were revealed
by a number of damage inspection techniques including optical fractography, SEM,
and

CT. In SBS, a 115% average increase in fatigue life across all load levels (60

to 90% of static strength), with a larger increase of 249% in high-cycle fatigue (at
60% of static strength) was observed. The larger improvements in fatigue life in
low-stress regimes (e.g., high-cycle fatigue) vs. in high-stress regimes (e.g., static
and low-cycle fatigue) likely indicate a transition in dominant mechanisms from highenergy dissipation caused by CNT pullout to low-energy dissipation caused by CNT
fracture as stress increases, as suggested by other authors for polymer nanocomposite
systems. In Mode I and Mode II, it was revealed that the interlaminar crack bifurcates
into the intralaminar region from the interlaminar precrack, and then propagates
within the intralaminar region parallel to the nanostitched interlaminar region as an
"intralaminar delamination" in steady state. This previously unobserved phenomenon
is attributed to the A-CNTs adding interlaminar toughness to a level that causes the
interlaminar crack to bifurcate into the less tough intralaminar region. In doubleedge notched tension, the 8% increase in ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is a result
of A-CNTs suppressing critical interlaminar delaminations very close to final failure
(greater than 95% UTS).
> First-ever study of 3D damage progression in nanoreinforced CFRPs
using in situ synchrotron radiation computed tomography
The first-ever 4D in situ experimental characterization of the progressive damage
in nanoreinforced CFRPs, specifically nanostitched composites, leveraging SRCT was
conducted. Although the nanostitch layer is not visible in the CT images, the effect
of the reinforcement on microscale damage by the CNTs is revealed. This seminal
study revealed a complex network of 3D failure micromechanisms that evolved with
time in double edge-notched specimens subjected to tension, with matrix cracking
and fiber/matrix interfacial debonding identified as the dominant failure mechanisms
in both the baseline and the nanostitched laminates. Finite element modeling, done
via collaboration, revealed delamination damage manifesting at loads greater than
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90% UTS, thereby explaining the lack of direct observed effects of nanostitching
on damage up to 90% UTS. The ability to observe the real-time 3D progressive
damage in structural materials allows us to establish and validate the qualitative and
quantitative relations between the nano- and microstructural features and mechanical
performance of structural materials in real-world service conditions, which can be used
to guide mechanical enhancement approaches and inform advanced models.
> First-ever utilization of the microinstabilities of A-CNTs to fabricate
high-volume fraction nanoengineered hierarchical composites
A next-generation nanostitched composite (higher volume fraction and more levels
of hierarchy vs. the original concept) is created by harnessing the microinstabilities
in A-CNTs. This multilevel hierarchical architecture is termed buckled nanostitch
(BNS) and significantly boosts the composite mechanical performance even beyond
nanostitching: SBS strength by 7% and DENT strength by 28%, compared to the
baseline composites without the nanoscale reinforcement. Multiscale reinforcement
mechanisms, including nanofiber pullout, bridging, and suppression of delamination,
are responsible for such improvement and are explicated by SEM and

CT. The

ability to design and create hierarchical composites with characteristic dimensions
spanning from the nanoscale to the macroscale opens up a wide new avenue of future
composite materials with enhanced mechanical and multifunctional properties that
can serve in a variety of strategic fields.

8.2

Recommendations for Future Work

Based on the contributions and basic discoveries made in this thesis, the following
future works are proposed:
> Additional Mechanical Characterization of Nanostitched Composites
In order to have a complete understanding of the effect of nanostitching of CFRP
composites and to make nanostitched composites more commercially available, a more
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comprehensive experimental campaign to characterize the mechanical performance
of such a novel material system is needed. Although this dissertation has already
performed a number of mechanical tests, the results have led to clear next steps:
o Fatigue tests: In practice, composite structures are frequently exposed to
cyclical loading. However, there has been limited research conducted on the
fatigue response of composite materials due to the time needed to perform such
tests. This thesis has investigated the SBS fatigue life at load levels from 90%
to 60% of static SBS strength (Chapter 4) and showed larger life improvement
at 60%. Therefore, more tests of high-cycle fatigue loading (below 60% of static
SBS strength) to highlight the effectiveness of nanostitch are clearly warranted.
Moreover, fatigue testing of nanostitched composites under Mode I and II is
also a clear next step based on the positive crack bifurcation results observed
in the static fracture testing. It would be interesting to see whether the crack
stays in the interlaminar region in the case of fatigue loading (cyclic loading
with lower crack driving force).
o Non-nested baseline for Mode I and II: Chapter 5 shows that a±2 degree
mismatch angle between two middle plies was insufficient to avoid microfiber
nesting in UD layups, giving rise to an artificially inflated baseline value. An
immediate next step would be to increase the mismatch angle to ±4 degrees or
greater, for example, to obtain baseline values without the effect of microfiber
nesting.
o Substructual tests: Substructuralstrength tests are ofthe type that set design limits for many practical aerospace applications and highlight the issue
of weak interlaminar regions, including bolt-bearing (also known as tensionbearing), open hole compression (OHC), and L-shaped bending. Bolt-bearing
and OHC failure involve mechanisms including interlaminar delamination, matrix cracking, fiber microbuckling, etc. [228, 229]. L-shape curved laminates
and other complex shapes are typical elements in aerospace structural components such as frames, co-cured webs, or angle brackets, and these also oftentimes
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fail with contributions from interlaminar modes [230]. To further explore the
effectiveness of interlaminar reinforcement via A-CNTs at ply interfaces, future
work should focus on these substructural strength tests.
> Multifunctional Characterization of Nanostitched Composites
This dissertation has primarily focused on the mechanical performance of CNTreinforced CFRPs. However, the CNTs are not only mechanically strong, but they also
possess superior thermal [41, 48, 49] and electrical [41, 50-52] properties, which can
be leveraged to reduce manufacturing costs and add multifunctionality. For example,
(i) electrical and thermal conductivities measurements of nanostitched composites
should be made to understand the effect of introducing CNTs on the macroscopic
laminate-level properties; (ii) the impedance changes of CNT-reinforced composites
upon damaging could be used for composite structural health monitoring; (iii) the
resistive heating of the CNTs could be used for Out-of-Oven curing [54] and deicing
applications[53].
> Environmental Effects
All mechanical tests presented in this dissertation were conducted in standard
room conditions. However, when composite structures are used in real-world service situations, they are exposed to various environmental effects including temperature, moisture, radiation, etc. Particularly, hydrothermal conditions are known to
cause degradation to the mechanical properties of both the matrix and the (micro)fiber/matrix interfacial bond [231]. Future work should explore in detail how the
addition of nanostitch would affect the laminate mechanical performance and damage
mechanisms in such conditions.
> Automated Damage Segmentation Using Artificial Intelligence/Machine
Learning
Although in situ SRCT has proven to be an extremely powerful tool for discovering damage progression mechanisms in composite laminates, time still remains a
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significant challenge for in situ SRCT experiments, especially during post-processing.
One in situ SRCT experiment typically generates a few terabytes of data over a period of a few days, which is by no means a trivial task to extract useful information.
In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI), most notably machine learning (ML) [122]
has revolutionized many fields in science and engineering. If AI/ML can be utilized
to automate the damage segmentation process in composite failure analysis, then it
would greatly reduce the time needed for insights from CT to translate into the design
of new composites.
> Effect of Heterogeneous Patterning on Buckled Nanostitched Composites
For proof-of-concept, only one pattern of A-CNT arrays (50
2

m squares with

m gaps) was explored for buckled nanostitched composites in this dissertation

(Chapter 7). However, the ability to arbitrarily pattern the CNT growth via photolithography at the -1

lm resolution limit opens up virtually an infinite number

of designs. It has also been demonstrated that heterogeneity can be utilized to effectively tune the fracture properties of the interfaces [224-226]. Therefore, different
patterns of A-CNT forests should be explored in future work, such as feature shapes,
size, interspacing, etc.
> Composite Failure Modeling
The work in this thesis is primarily experimental.

However, the experimental

characterization of composite failure is an inherently costly and time-consuming process. Therefore, future work should include the development of reliable and computationally efficient numerical models to complement the experimental results for
both verification and prediction, initially building on the modeling collaborative work
contributed herein by Carolina Furtado (University of Porto).
> Synergistic Reinforcement Approaches for Advanced Composites
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Apart from the nanoengineered reinforcement approach used in this dissertation,
there exists several other promising CFRP reinforcement approaches, most notably
thin-ply technology. Preliminary work has demonstrated synergistic effects of thin
plies and A-CNT interlaminar reinforcement [133]. Reinforcement methods that employ two or more strategies such as thin-ply nanostitched composites could be a
promising future direction.
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